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RESEARC:~ SUMMARY 
Regression hypotheses admitted to statis tical evalua· 
lion Should. of course. be germane to retations between 
the variables conSidered. This constraint is easily viola ted 
with the screening of arbitrarily adopted sets of hypothe-
ses. Sequential polynomials in additive model s, for exam· 
pic. may include components that arc not commensurate 
with expectation (prior knowledge) and may not include 
those that are (e.g .. unique interaction terms) and. since 
the analytical result s from the screening of meaningless 
hypotheses may themsetves be meaningless. there is 
substantial incent ive for serious preanatysis considera· 
tion of the hypotheses to be evaluated. 
Where pnor knowledge is reasonably strong. the rela· 
tion under consideration is highly interactive and/or has 
unique curve form or intercept cons traints. the develop· 
ment of a fairly specific (structured) hypothesis is prob-
ably advisable. This can be evatuated on pertinent data 
sets not Involved in the hypoihesis development. 
Prior knowledge informatioA sources can inc lude 
theory result ing from past investigation as well as Infor· 
mation derived from data sets or part s of such data se ts 
devoted to hypothesis development. Methods for develop· 
ing mull idlmensional graphic models from two· 
dlmensionrll eff ec ts found in partit ioned data and for in· 
corpora ling even complex constraint s are shown in both 
contrived· and Ilve·apptication examples. 
Mathematica l descriptors for Ihe result ing graphic 
models are assembled uSln9 two families of curves: xn. 
n 2 1: and e K. a highly manipulable function for bell -
shaped curves or portions thereof. tn either case. the 
X-axIs for each two«j,mensional effec t is altered as 
needed 10 orient the curve in the upper·right quadrant. 
The analyst then simply compares a normalizeLl ·scale ver· 
sion o f the resulting curve wi th graphed standard curves. 
Standards. and locales Ihe two adjacent ones most nearl y 
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like hiS own in shape. Interpolation between the curves 
and their associated parameters. results in identification 
of the func tion for the best matching curve offered by the 
system. 
The alternative of USing a completely automated 
X·transform selection system from the Standards WdS 
considered al length. But . inability to define criteria (in· 
eluding the fitting process) that always result in the best 
choice of descriptor. regardless of data distribution or 
anatytical objectives. resulted in retenlion of the less 
sophisticated. bu t Slill completely fl exible graphic 
comparison technique shown herein. Melhods of use are 
fairly well documented for each of the graphed·relation 
examples. which vary from two to five dimensions. 
The mathematical descriptors can be regarded as perti · 
nent hypotheses to be evaluated on data sets nol used in 
their development. The evaluation on a Single data set 
can involve a simple scate adjustment in Y = b (hypoth· 
eses). as shown herein. or a variety of more complex 
testing formats (not shown) depending on complexity of 
the hypothesis itself . capacity o f the analyst to linearize 
it . andlor on the nature of the fitting system adopted 
(linear. nonli near). Atso evaluation can be based on per· 
formance stati sti cs compiled from real-world applications 
of the hypotheSized descriptors_ 
Experience gained from the presentation of a dozen 
shOrl courses covering methodology through the fourth 
dimension. suggests that th is malerial can be assimi tated 
by researchers wi th only college algebra·tevel mal he· 
mat ical background and brief training In the operalion o f 
programable elecironic ca lculators. Also nole that the 
graphic presentation scheme for the four· and five-
dimensional relations used in thi s paper can. with 
nominal explanation. be readi ly interpreted by land 
managers having little or no interest In the complex 
malhematical descriptors thai may be Involved. 
Development of Structured 
Regression Hypotheses I 
Interactive Descriptive 
Geometry Through Five 
Dimensions 
Chester E. Jensen 
INTRODUCTION 
Applications o f sta tistics reponed in biological literalUre werc found by Mead and Pike 
(1975) ( 0 contain some prevalent and potentially damaging oversights. Among other 
things. they noted that . when transformations were used, simple po lynomials predomi-
nated and seem to be used as the simplest readily available smoothing curve. without any 
appeal to their theoretical properties as approximations to the true response fun ct ion. 
From this , it appears that analysts are inclined to adopt polyno mials as a convenient 
curve-form panacea for all regression hypotheses rather than undcnakc purposeful 
preanalysis development of hypotheses specific to the relation under stud y. 
In the presumed presence of incentive for analysts 10 follow tcchnical direct io n. these 
findings suggest that this is the current (1975. at least) state of regrcssion an insofar as 
applied statistics is concerned . One need only consuh related text materiaJ to verify the 
notion. Hypothesis development is simply not a topic covered. Rather , integral 
polynomial!! are usually presented as 3 package of ready-made hypotheses that can be ex-
plored sc\:luentially and mechanically using least squares filling procedure . Discussion 
covering the inclusion of known constraints in these hypotheses is generally limited to that 
of the simple intercept. It is seldom, if ever. mentioned that the polynomials, or log-
transforms, etc . cannot be presumed to provide adequate curve-form representation for all 
hypotheses. And, it is pertinent to note that fai lure to discuss hypothesis development and 
it s potentially complex outcomes in text material constitutes de facto disapproval of any 
but simpler hypotheses, such as those by polynomiaJs. 
All told. there is ample cause for the hypothesis-related problems ident ified by Mead 
and Pike (1975) and attributed to authors of biological research papers. It wo uld seem, 
however, that the source of the problem might more nearly be associated with limitations 
in text material and statistical curricula than with oversights by users of currently prof-
fered statisticaJ methodology. 
An effort is made in this paper to initiate solutions to the hypothesis development prob-
lem thruugh discussion and by showing analysts how to develop preanalysis hypotheses 
graphical ly, regardless of complexity. from accumulated knowledge and existing data. For 
bio logical subject maller, these hypotheses will be curvilinear and highly interactive ali 
often ali not. 
Mathematical formulatio n of graphed hypotheses is accompl~shed thro ugh usc of two 
fami lies o f curves: X", IJ ~ I (revamped herein from Jensen and Homeyer 1970); and e - A.' 
(Jensen 1979). a highly manipulable fu nction for bell ·shaped curves o r pan s thereof. Dc· 
scripto r development can be accompl ished by analysts with a knowledge of basic algebra 
and access to a programable ca1culator. 
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G RAPHI C HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT 
HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT, GENERAL 
A condition fo r val id statistical evaluation of hypotheses is that they be developed inde-
pendently of data used fo r evaluation. So, the analyst's first undertaking in a regression 
anal ysis should be to establish the strongest possible concept of the underlying form o f 
the relat io n from accumulated knowledge on the relations being investigated , It can be an-
ticipated for a broad a rray of problems that these concepts will vary from extremely 
weak . with little or no basis for fo rm definitio n. to very firm expectations for even spe-
cHic algebraic forms, 
In the weak-concept case, there is little reason to allow for any but simple curve- form 
hypo theses. Low-order polynomia1s in a linear model will probably suffice. Where well-
established algebraic forms already exist for the form of the relalion, the exact hypothesis 
is already available and evaluation can be initiated. The more commo n and perhaps more 
challenging circumstance, however, involves some intermediate level of prior kno\\ .. ledgc 
where the analyst is sure of some elements in the relation being considered and less sure 
o f others. His or her delibe rations on the nature of the relation may result direct ly in a 
mathemat ical hypothesis o r, mo re commonly. they may resu lt in a graphed fo rm wherein 
the analyst imposes reasonable intercept-. form-. and scale-constraints. These clements of 
the resuhing graph, then. must be represented with suitable mathematical accuracy to 
establish [he final intermediate-strength hypOlhesis. 
If the graphed hypothesis involves unique curve forms, substantial effort migh t be re-
quired [0 search through existing runctions like those in the list provided by Mead and 
Pike (1975), for those with the capacity 10 mimic unique fo rms o f the hypo thesis. (No te 
that mathematical descriptors sho uld meet the acceptance criteria of the analys:s involved 
[Banlen 1947; Draper and Hunter 19(91). 
A generally more efficient alternative may be that o f analyst-developed functions to 
describe graphed hypo theses. Relatively simple methods for describing even complex 
multidimensional curvilinear interactions arc included in this paper. Curves of o nly I WO 
cla~s arc utilized: X", " ~ I; and the very versatile three-parameter bell-shaped functio n 
e- A'. Methods and related examples shown include a variety o f research applications to 
lend realism [ 0 the inst ructio n. Additional research applications not cited in the text a rc 
given under Additional Refe rences to provide the reader wit h the opportunit y for ex-
panded self-study of descriptor development. 
Given a mathematical hypothesis , it can be evaluated lI sing data sets nOI used in il s 
development. The evaluat ion can vary from a test o f general pcrforrmlnce in y = b 
(hypotheses), as shown herein , to more complex fom13t s designated to test pcrform;.mce 
o f individual compo nents o f the hypothesis, The tesling format adopted is likely to de-
pend o n the complexit y o f [he hypo thesis itself, the capacity of the analysts to hnearize it , 
and / or o n the nature of the filling system 10 be uscd (l inear, no nlinear) . Also evaluatio n 
can be based o n performance statistics compiled over repea ted real -world applications o f 
the hypothesized descriptor. See Mosteller and Tukey lI977) and llox, Hunter, and 
I-Iun ter (1978) for discussio n of empirical and structural (mechanica.l) models, .lI1d fitting 
systems, etc. 
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GRAPHIC HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT - TWO DIMENSIONS 
GRAPHIC HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT - TWO 
DIMENSIONS 
ACCllmulalcd knowledge on the general nalu re of rhe regression relation unde r t.:o n ~klcr· 
alion may be used to enhance (he de ri vation of finilc graphed hypot heses fro m data. A 
common analytical ploy is to dcdicalc pan (pe rhaps halt) of a current da ta sct 10 the 
development of a hypo lhcsis. reserving the rest for hypothesis evaluatio n . 
To illustrate. accumulaled knowledge regarding the rel3lion between Yand X is Slu,.:h 
that the curve is c.'(peeted to pass through the origin, 10 have a positive slope over X. and 
to be linear- {Q concave-upward in form . Within these const raints. a speci lic cSlimatc o f 
the true shape of the relation is developed from half of a currenl data SCI (fig t) . 
Here, the analyst visually cSl imatcs the curve form expressed in the dara and simultane· 
ously draws and hand·fits the form to thc data by approximatc Ica.;;t dcviat ions (Karst 
1958). All of this is accomplishcd wit hin the const raints of cxpcclation. 
In anolher case, prior knowledge Icads to a strong cxpcclalion for a positi vc int ercepl 
and. above th is, a sigmoid upward to the right with Y asymploling at a value of 100 per-
cent over large values of X . Within these constraints, a specific estimate is aga in devcl · 
oped from half of a currem daw set (fi •. 2). 
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Figure l .-A graphed estl,.,.te of the true form of 
the relallon between X and Y. 
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Figure 2.-A graphed estimate of the true 
form 01 the relation between X and Y. 
10 eo 
The fo regoing procedures apply to any curve shape in any quadrant or combinalions of 
quadranls. They also (lJ'lply to two-dimensional segments with in Ihree-dimensional relations. 
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- FOUR OR MORE DIMENSIONS 
GRAPHIC HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT - THREE 
DIMENSIONS 
Extension of Iwo-dimcnsional procedures 10 a thrcc·d imc.:nsional i:iJSC is ~hown in ligllre 3. 
NOic Ihat X I and X2 arc invariably corrclalcd to a grcater or l e~ser e:~;l el1l so that 
eSlimmes of the XI effect will generally improve wilh a reduction in breadth uf thc X2 
scgml!l1Is. While o nly thrc.:c )(2 segments are sho\\'n in figure 3 fo r Ihc sake of simplicity. 
live o r mor·"! segmel1lS would have been mOTC desirable.: if morc.: data POilll S had been 
available. -I ·~C same procedure applies 10 add itio nal indepe 'ldcnt variables, such as X3 in 
ligure 4 (following). 
.. ~ •• y 
•• 
• 
••• 
Figure 3.-A graphed estima'e of the true 
form 0' the relation developed over Xl within 
each of three segments of the range in X2. 
•• 
GRAPHIC HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT - FOUR 
OR MORE DIMENSIONS 
Extension or three-dimensio nal procedures to a four·dimensional case is shown in ligllrc 
4. The same procedures can be extended to five or mOTe dimensio ns. 
XI 
I 
300-1" ,oo~ •• , 
~i~ /~/ ,7 d /~: . 
o 100 0 '00 0 100 
11 11 
Figure 4.- A graphed estimate 01 the true form of the r,lation dI'IIloped 
over Xl 'or three segments of the range in X2 within .ach of thr" 519' 
ments in the range 01 X3. 
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF GRAPHED HYPOTHESES - TWO DIM ENSIONS 
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF GRAPH EIl 
HYPOTHESES - TWO I>IMENSIONS 
Regardless of the number o f dimensions and I.:omp!cxity o f the relat ion 10 be dc~ribcd. 
it is ultimately soncd into two-dimensional cffcl.:ts thai a rc dc~ribl'd ind ividually. Thc~c 
aTC fi nally rca'iscmblcd . add itively or multiplicat ive ly <L'i approprimc. 10 arrive at the whole 
descriptor. 
Ea~h t\\'o -dimcnsional clement is described wilh either one or bOlh o f two fami lies o f 
curves, X", 11"2: 1. or e ". a three-parameter sigmoidal function designed for casy U~ by 
I he modeler. 
Oulline for "TWO I>IMENSIONS" 
Class X', n ~ I (Exponential Curves) . 
PAGE 
10 
Curves flal - lO concave-upward , positive slope: 
In the right hai r or two-space (example I) . 
without constraint in two-space (example 2) 
y 
o + 
x 
Curves flat- to concave-upward. negat ive slope: 
o 
X 
+ 
In the right hair or two-space (example 3) . ............ . 
y 
without constraint in two-space (example 4) 
o + 
X 
'-:~ 
o + 
X 
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MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF GRAPHED HYPOTHESES - TWO DIMENSIONS 
Curves flat - to convex-upward, positive slope: 
In the right hair or two-space (example 5) 
wilhoU( constraint in Iwo-space (example 6) 
o + 
X 
Curves flat - to convex-upward, negative slope: 
o + 
X 
In the right hair or two-space (example 7) .. .................. . 
without const raint in two-space (example 8) 
y lis y 
0 + 0 + 
X X 
Class e - K (Bell-Shaped or Sigmoidal Curves) ..... . .... .. . 
The implied curve rully expressable in the 
upper-right quadrant of two-space . . . 
+ 
y -----7T' 
~ I O __ ~~ ________ ~___ 
o + 
X 
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MATHEMATICA L DESCRIPTIONS OF GRA PHED HYPOTHESES - TWO DIMENSIONS 
Class-Xn, n ~ I, 
(E'ponenlial Curves) 
10 
Reference is made to Matchacurve·2 (Jensen and Homeyer 1971) in wh ich usc of X" 
covers nOI on ly n ~ I , bUI O<n s I and n <Oas wcll. Ourcxpcricncc sincct har work wa,; 
published has indicated that almost all desc riptor needs involving X" arc rC<L'iOnablv well 
met wilh the (n <?: I) option ; so methods and Standards in th is summary pllbl icm io ~ in-
clude the (n~ I) o ption only. a great simplification o ver the Matchacurvc-2 prcscnl at ion 
(Jensen and Homeyer. 1971). 
Descriptor development for graphed hypotheses accommodates all possible o ricm ations 
in (he upper-righ t quadrant of two-dimensional space (fig. 5), and those involving any 
combination o f these up to four quad rants. 
Figure S.-Alternalive orlenla llons of X"-CUI'VeS in the upper-righl 
quadrant. 
Regard less of the fo rm alterna tive o r q uad ram(s) involved, the X·axis can be altered a~ 
needed to orien t the curve in the upper·righ t q uad rant and th rough the origin . The analyst 
simply compares a normalizcd·scalc version of this reorien ted hypothesis with graphed 
standard curves, or Standards (appendix , marked for CUI ·Out) , and selects the two adja. 
cent ones most nearly like his own in shape. Interpo latio n between the curves and their 
associated powers (,,) results in identification of the best alternative o ffered by the system. 
NOle that if d uplicates are made o f the standards. the copies sho uld be exactly the same 
scale as Ihe Siandards. 
Example J 
Here (fig. 6), Ihe hypolhesis is a fl.,· + 
to co ncave·upward , posit ive slo pe. 
and occupying any vert ical position 
in Ihe righl half o f Iwo·dimensional 
space. Mathemal ical formulatio n for 
the middle alternative (zero 
Y-intercept) is deta iled in figure 7 
and in lable I, bUI Ihe mel hods will 
accu mmodate any Y-intercept. 
y 
o + 
II 
Figure 6.- Y =. + bX" , 
Os X s XP, n 1. 
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF GRAPHED HYPOTHESES - TWO DIMENSIONS 
In figure 7. the analyst visually cSli· 
males the curve form expressed in 
the data and simuhaneously draws 
and hand-filS the form to the data 
by approximarc least deviations. All 
ofl his is accomplished within the 
constraints of expectation. Mathe-
matical formulation procedures 
follow in table '-
y 
70 
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Figure 7.- Y ; 0 + bX". 
Os X s XP,n 2: 1. 
Table 1.-Mathematical hypothesis development 
Overtay Perform· Per1orm· 
Control X IY - ') control bCX1)2.70 anc;e of b(Xl )'-'" R~. ol II + Y2 
points poi"'! Yl Y2 
---- ------------
X Y Xl Yl XP1 YlIYP1 Vl (Yl - Yl) Y2 (Y2 - Yl) Y 
(1) 12) 13) 14) 15) 16) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 
0 0.0 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
200 1.3 200 t .3 .25 .02 t.6 + .3 1.7 + .4 1.7 
400 to.6 400 10.6 .50 . 16 10.2 - .4 10.6 .0 10.6 
600 31.4 600 31.4 .75 .48 30.4 -1.0 30.9 - .5 30.9 
600 66.0 800 66.0 1.00 1.00 66.0 .0 66.0 .0 66.0 
• Columns I and 2: Select represcm3tive conlTol points (point coordinates) from the 
graphed hypothesis. including XP. the largest value of X 10 be represented by the hypoth-
esis 1800. in this case). and YP. the corresponding smoothed value of Y 166 here)_ Five 
control points have been seleelcd and are listed in these columns. along with computations 
necessary to the search for a suitably similar mathematical curve·form. Usc fewer coni rol 
points where the desired sensitivity is less; use more for greater sensitivity. 
• Column 3: The X-scale remains unchanged. but is relabeled a~ XI for consistency 
with procedures for subsequent. more complex examples. XP is cal led XPI in the 
XI -scale. 
• Column 4: Subtract the intercept, a, from all control point Y-vaJues to prodw.::e YI . 
Whether Q is zero (as here) or any positive or negative value. YI-values will have zero in-
fercepr and will be in the upper-right quadrant of two-dimensional space. Such orientation 
of the curve is necessary to use of the Standards. YPis called YPI in the YI -scale. 
BEST COpy AVAIt.A3LE II t2 
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y/yp , 
• Columns 5 and 6: Compute l=ttios of X I and YI (0 XP I and YPI . rcspc(tivcl\' . 
These arrays of ratios are the normalized (proponional) scales for the Xl and Yl c~nt rol 
points. The resulting overlay points can now be plolted on a sheet of con\'entional grapt, 
paper (lO x 10 to v~ inch is best), at the exact .5(.·a1e spedlicd in figure 8. Although not 
necessary, it may help to draw a smooth curvc through the poims. Callihis the overlay 
(,.'urvc. It is the normalized version of the original hypothesis plotted al the same scale 
uscd for the Standards lfig. 8). 
x/ xp 
Figure S.-Here the graphed curve has been normalized and plotted at 
the same scale as the Standards . 
• Place the overlay graph over the Standards, being cenain that the X- and Y-axcs arc 
matched exactly. Find the Standards that most nearly bracket the overlay curve (fig. 9). In 
this case, n = 2.5 and 3.0 brackct the overlay eurve nicely. Note that a light source behind 
the graphs that arc being compared will assist in the matching process. Where the hypath-
esiz.:d curve is not suitably matched by the Standards. a segmented or mullicomponent 
X"·fu nction. or some portion of a sigmoid may surliee (see Conteru s). 
Use prClponional departure of the overlay curve from the left bracketing Standard 10 
approximate an interpolated vaJue between" = 2.5 and ] .0. This is best done at a point 
where curve· form accuracy is most crucial- the point of sharpesl bcnd \!Ia.\ adopted in 
this case. From figure 9, the interpolated" is 2.7. 
• Column 7: After the analyst has made the first approximation or the Illmhemmkal 
form of the hypothesis. YI = b(XI)'~1U. where b = YPI / (XPIl"' =661(800)' ·" =9.576 x 10 
he can make associated estimates. YI . at each control point X I value as shown . 
• Column 8: Differences between estimated and original YI values indicate that 
b(Xl)!·70 ha~ a preponderance of negativc departures (that is. too much curvature). Try 
nailer curves (Icss power) iteratively. 
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF GRAPHED HYPOTHESES - TWO DIMENSIONS 
XP 
Fi9ute 9.- The Stl "'r. best meteNd to the 
or~1 c ...... brac.et thl owertay c ...... 
• Column 9: A second estimator. n = b(XI)'-". where b = YPI(XPI )""= 1.430x 10- ' , 
produces Y2 values as shown . f\ 
• Column 10: Differences between eslimated n and original YI values are small and 
well balanced (+ and - ); so b(XI)"" is adopt'i,d. 
• Column II : The ronal hypothesis is then. Y= a+bX" = 0+ 1.430 x 10- ' (XI)"". or. 
sinceX = X I. y= 1.430 x 10- ' (X)'· ... 
70 
.0 OIlIDI._L DIIAPMRD 
MYPDTMR ... : AL.O, 
10 
40 
CUIIVR,UAaT 
aOUAIIRa .0DaL, 
Y 
ao ~. t.aa4.tO-' CXI· ·· 4 
10 
10 
o 100 400 
X 
FI9urO 10.- Tho '111'" _ .... - pIoII'" 
_ .... ... 101 .. , " ........ '"'"'. 
.00 '00 
N0lC that al the scaJe shown in figu re 10. differences between the graphed hypothesis 
and Y = ~ 4JO x 10- ' {X )'-.. arc barely discernible. 1 his example produced a closer malhe-
matical malch (or Ihe objective curve than one might expect o n the average. but serves to 
demonSlralc the procedures \'cry well. 
BEST LJPY .~ 11;'&'. 13 
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF GRAPHED HYPOTHESES - TWO DIMENSIONS 
14 
• As a maner of fitting-methods interest. the hypothesis was then fin ed b)' least 
squares (forced through the origin) back to the data from which it was paniaJly derived 
* and: Y= <1XT). whereXT=b(XI)" 
(' = l:(XT' Y) / l:(XT)' = 0.9748 
~ 
or: Y= 1.394 x 10 '(X)"" and is plottl'(/ in ligure 10 as a dashed line. 
The least squares model is quite close to Ihe graphed hypolhesis as might be expected. 
but the mathematical hypothesis should not be evalualed statistically on this used half of 
the data sel . Rather. the same rotting procedures can be applied to the ul,used half of Ihe 
data sct and. for this. conventional statistical evaluations are appropriate. 
• Given Ihe same general hypolhesis. Y= 0+ 1.430 x IO- '{X)'· ... but with a being a 
raud constrain. other Ihan zero, the litting process is identical to thai JUSt specified. 
Assuming for example thaI a is fixed al - 20. Ihe ronal form would be : = - 20 + 
1.394 x 10- ' (X)""' . OsXsSOO. 
• Where a is variable (not fL1(cd). linear curve-filling lechniques can be used ( 0 estimate 
both a and bin Y= a+ b(XI )". Then. lett ing X= (XI)". b = !:.\y/ !:.,-'and U= Y- bX. as in 
conventional noral ion . 
Exmnpw] 
Assume a graphed hypolhesis like 
Ihat in figure 11 (nat- Io concave-
upward , positive slope. with negat ive 
Y-intercept. a. and crossing inlo the 
left half of two-<limensional space). 
Mathematical fonnulation procedures 
follow closely those of example I and 
are summarized in table 2. 
v 
10 
.a 
___ ----,-J i 
-40L-_....I.. __ 
-400 0 400 CXI 
o 400 aoo eX + 4001 
Fivure11. - Y= _ + b(X -tr. 
k :s X :s XP, n ~ 1 . 
Table 2.-Malhematical hypot~sis deyelopment 
o.ortlY ........... 
-
Controf IX - k ) IY -I ) conIroI O{Xl)'" _01 O{Xl1'-" .,., of u Y2 
points point. Yl Y2 
---- - - ----------
X Y Xl Yl XlIXPt Y1/YPt Yl (; 1 -- Yl) Y2 (Y2 - Yl) ; 
tl) (2) 13) 14) (5) (6) I1l 18) (9) (IO) (tt) 
- 400 - to.G a 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 - to.O 
- 200 - 8.7 200 t.3 .25 .02 t.6 + .3 1.7 + .4 - 8.3 
a .6 400 10.6 .50 .t6 10.2 - .4 10.6 .0 .6 
200 21.4 600 3 1.4 .75 .48 30.4 - 1.0 30.9 
-
.5 20.9 
400 56.0 800 66.0 t.OO 1.00 66.0 .0 66.0 .0 56.0 
BES COpy ~I~ ~il;,tiL . 
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF GRAPHED HYPOTHESES - TWO DIMENSIONS 
• Columns I and 2: list control points representaiive of the curve. 
• Shift the curve to the upper-right quadrant to match the position of the Standards: 
Column 3: Let XI = (X -k). where k= the smallest value of Xto be represented by 
the equation ( - 4OOhere). Then. XI = (X -1 - 4OOJ) = (X +4(0). and XPI = BOO. 
Column 4: YI = (Y- a)=(Y- I - IOJ)=(Y+ 10). and YPI = 66.0. 
• Columns 5-10: Ident ical to example I. table 2. columns 5- 10. 
• Column II : The final hypothesis is then. Y= r>+bX"= - 1O + 1.430XI0- ·(X+4OO)1.",. 
-4OOsXs4OO. 
• Least squares f~t . 
With a fIXed; Y= c(Xn. where XT= b(Xll". c=l:(XPYIHl:Xn'. and 
R R 
Y=a+c(b(Xll")'Rln this case. Y= -1O+c(bIXlln). 
With a variable. Y= a+ b(Xll". Letting X = (XI)" and. under conventional notation, 
b = l:xy/~ and a= Y - bX. 
EXIImpwJ 
Assume a hypothesis like that in 
figure 12 (nat- to concave-upward, 
negative slope. and occupying any 
venical position in the right half of 
two-dimensional space). Mathemati· 
cal formulation for the middle alter-
native (0 = zero) is detailed in table 
3, but the methods will accommo-
date any a value. Procedures follow 
closely those of example I. 
Y 
10 
Y~-IIITIIICI~T 
/ 
--~--l"" 
-. 
-IOL-___ _ 
o 100 (X) 
100 0 (IOO-X) 
Figute 12.-Y = 0 + blXP - 11'. 
O s X :s XP."~1 . 
, ... 3.-Mathematical hypothesis development 
o-toy ............ ............ a.n com .... IXP-II (Y - ol 
-
blX1}'-70 
_01 
blX1,.... 
_01 
point. ........ 11 12 
---- ----- -------
1 Y 11 Y1 IIIIP1 Y11YP1 '1 1" - Y11 n (n-Y11 , 
II) 121 131 141 151 161 (7) 181 19} 1101 1111 
0 66.0 900 66.0 1.00 1.00 66.0 0 .0 66.0 0 .0 66.0 
200 31.4 600 31 .4 .75 .48 30.4 -1 .0 30.9 - .5 30.9 
400 10.6 400 10.6 .50 .16 10.2 - .4 10.6 .0 10.6 
600 1.3 200 1.3 .25 .02 1.6 + .3 1.7 + .4 1.7 
600 .0 0 .0 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
8m COpy ~VM m IS 16 
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF GRAPHED HYPOTHESES - TWO DIMENSIONS 
• Columns I and 2: list conlrol points representative of the curve. 
• Shift the curve to the upper-right quadrant to match the position of the Standards: 
Column 3: Let XI = (XP-X) = (BOO - X), and XPI = BOO. 
Column4: Sinee a= zero here, YI =(Y-a)=(Y-O)= Y, and UPI = 66.0. 
• Columns 5-10: Identical to example I, table 2, columns 5-10. 
• ~olumn II : The final hypothesis is then, 
Y=a+ b(XP- X)" =0+0.1430 )( 10- ,(BOO- XI"", OsX s BOO. 
• Least squares fit. A 
WithRa fIXed at any value; Y =c(Xn, where XT= b(Xll", c = l:)XP YI)/ (UTl'. 
and Y= a+<1b(AAI)·). 
With Q variable; Y = a+ b(Xll". Letting X = (XI)" and, under conventional notation 
b=!:ty/~anda= Y-bX. • 
EXIImple4 
10 Assume a hypothesis like that in fig-
ure 13 (nat- to concave-upward, 
negative slope, with negative 
Y-intercept. a, and crossing into the 
left half of two-dimensional space). 
Mathematical formulation proce-
dures foHow closely. those of 
example I and are summarized in 
table 4. 
Y 
--- ----II }Y~"IO 
-10) 
-40L-_..I..-__ 
-400 0 400 (X) 
000 400 0 (400-X) 
Figute 13.-Y=0 +IXP-Jl1', 
" s XsX"."~1 . 
r.bIe 4.-Mathematical hypothesis development 
o-toy ............ ............ Cant .... IXP-II (Y - ol _101 bIX,},-70 
_01 
blX1,.... 
_01 
0+12 point. 
........ YI 12 
----
------------
1 Y 11 Y1 I1/1P1 YIIYP1 Y1 (n-Yll n (n-Y11 ;. 
II) (21 131 141 (5) 161 (7) 181 19} 110} 1111 
-400 56.0 600 66.0 1.00 1.00 66.0 0 .0 66.0 O.Q 56.0 
-200 21 .4 600 31.4 .75 .48 30.4 -1.0 30.9 .5 20.9 0 .6 400 10.6 .50 .16 10.2 .4 10.6 .0 .6 200 - 6.7 200 1.3 .25 .02 1.6 + .3 1.7 + .4 - 8.3 400 - 10.0 0 .0 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .0 -10.0 
BEST COPY A !LA5~~ 
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF GRAPHED HYPOTHESES - TWO DIMENSIONS 
• Columns I and 2: List control points representative of the curve. 
• Shift the curve to the upper-righl quadranllo malch the posi tion of the Standards: 
Column 3: l et X I =(XP - X) = (400- X). and XP I = 800. 
Column 4: let YI = ( Y - a) = (Y- ( - 10» = ( Y + 10) . and YP I = 66 .0. 
• Columns 5-10: Identical to example I. table 2. columns 5- 10. 
• Column I I : T he final hypothesis is then. 
y= a+ b(xp - x)n = - 10 + 1.430 x 10 - 6(400 - X) ,· ... kSXs400. and k = the Id~er 
applicable limit (- 400 here) of the X-range. 
• Least squares fit. ~ 
With a fixed at any value; Y = c(XT). 
where X T = b(Xlt c = l:(XT' YI) / (l:X T )'. and Y = a+c(b(Xl)n). 
With a variable , Y = a+ b(XI )". Letting X = (XI )n and , under conventional notation , 
b = l:>y/ !:x' and a = Y - bX. 
ExDmpll5 
Assume a hypothesis like that in fig-
ure 14 (nat- to convex-upward , posi-
tive slope, and occupying any ven ical 
position in the right half of twO-
dimensional space). Mathematical 
fo rmulation for the middle alternative 
is detailed in table 5. Procedures 
foUow closely those of example I. 
T. bIe S.-Mathematical hypothesis development 
a-t.y 
Control (XP - X)(YP - Y) control 
poIm. poIn1. 
10 
Y 
-IOO~--------I~OO(XI 
100 0 (IOO-XI 
Figure 14.-Y = YP - b(XP - Xr. 
O :s X :s XP. n ~ 1 . 
P.rform- P"" ...... 
b(Xl l'-70 .... of b(Xl},-" • ...., of p+ Y2 
' 1 Y2 
---- -- - ---------
X Y Xl Yl Xl/XPl Yl /YPl Yl (Yl - Yl) Y2 (Y2 - Yl) i-
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (6) (9) (10) (11) 
0 0.0 600 66.0 1.00 1.00 66.0 0.0 66.0 0.0 0.0 
200 34.6 600 31 .4 .75 .48 30.4 - 1.0 30.9 - .5 35.1 
400 55.4 400 10.6 .50 .16 to.2 - .4 to.6 .0 55.4 
600 64.7 200 1.3 .25 .02 1.6 + .3 1.7 + .4 64.3 
600 66.0 0 .U .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .0 66.0 
17 
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MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF GRAPHED HYPOTHESES - TWO DIME NSIONS 
t8 
• Columns I and 2: List control po ints representative of the curve. 
• Shift the curve to the upper-right quad rant to match Ihe position of the Siandards: 
Column 3: Let X I =(XP -X) = (8OO - X). andXPI =800. 
Column 4: l et YI = (YP- Y) = (66.0 - y). and YP I = 66.0. 
• Columns 5-10: Identical to example I . table 2. columns 5-10. 
• Column II: The final hypothesis iSlhen. 
y= YP - b(XP - XY'=66.0- 1.430 x 1O - ,,(8OO - X)'·"' . OsXs 8OO. 
• Least squares fi t. * 
'fith YPfixed at any value; Y=c(XT). where XT= b(XIY'. c= (XP YI)/ (XT)'. and 
Y= YP -c(b(X )Y' ).* 
With YP variable. Y=a + b(XIY'. letting X=(XIY' and. under conventio nal notation. 
b = l:>y/ !:x' and a = Y-bX. 
ExDmpll 6 
Assume a hypothesis ~ke that in fig-
ure 15 (flat- to convex-upward . pos-
itive slope with negative Y-intercept , 
and crossing into the left half of twO-
d imensional space). Mathematical 
fonnulation for this curve is detailed 
in table 6. Procedures closely follow 
those of example I. 
Table 6.- Mathematical hypothesis development 
Overil Y 
Control (XP - X) (YP - Y) control 
points poIm, 
Y 
40 
21 
Y"-IIIYR"CR"T 
I / 
---,-- } 
-- ,-- - - Y": .I 
--J----, 
-400 0 400(XI 
100 400 0 (400-XI 
Figur.1S.- Y= YP - (XP),. 
k :s X :s XP, n ~ 1. 
Perform· p",,-
b(Xl)'" . n.;eol b(Xl)'" 
.nc;e o' 
Yl Y2 
u Y2 
----
------- - - - --
X Y Xl Yl Xl /XPl Yl/YPl Yl (Yl - Yl) Y2 (Y2 - Yl ) Y (1 ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (to) (I t) 
- 400 - 40.0 600 66.0 1.00 t.OO 66.0 0.0 66.0 0.0 -40.0 
- 200 
-
5.4 600 31 .4 .75 .48 30.' - t .O 30.9 .5 - 4.9 
0 15.4 400 10.6 .50 .16 to.2 
-
.4 10.6 .0 15.4 
200 24 .7 200 1.3 .25 .02 1.6 + .3 1.7 + .4 24.3 
400 26.0 0 .0 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .0 26.0 
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF GRA PHED HYPOTHESES - TWO DIMENSIONS 
• Columns 1 and 2: List control points reprcsenta .ive of the curve. 
• Shift the curve to the upper-right quadrant to rr.~ : ch the position of the Standards: 
Column 3: LeI XI = (XP - X) = (400-X)andXPI = 800. 
Column 4: LeI YI = ( YP - y) = (66.0 - Y) and YPI = 66.0. 
• Columns 5-10: Idenlical 10 example I, lable 2, columns 5- 10. 
• Column I I: The finaJ hypothesis is then. 
y= YP-b(XP-XY' = 66.0-1.430 x 1O- 6(400 - X)" " , -400sXs400. 
• least squares fit. R 
Wilh*YPfixed al any value; Y= tiXn, where XT= b(X\Y', c= !:(XPYI)/ !:(Xn', 
and Y= YP-tib(11)"). 
Wilh YPvariable, Y=a+b(X I )". LeningX = (XIY' and, underconvenlional nOlalion, 
b = l:xyI I:x',and a= y-bJi. 
ExAmple 7 
Assume a hypolhesis Uke Ihal in 
figure 16 (flat-Io convex-upward, 
negative slope and occupying any ver-
lical posilion in Ihe righl half of IwO-
dimensional space). Mathematical 
formulal ion for Ihe middle allemalive 
is delailed in lable 7. Procedures 
closely follow Ihose of example I. 
Table 7.- Mathematical hypothesis development 
y 
o 100 
• 
Flgure ll.-Y= YP - b(Xr, 
o s X s XP.n~ 1 . 
Perf ...... OvefI. y Perform-
Con1rol X (YP - Y) control I>(Xl)~1O . ... of I>(Xl )~" .~ ol a+Y2 
poIms poIml 1 1 Y2 
----
---------- - -
X Y Xl Yl Xl/XP1 YlIYP1 1 1 (Yl - Yl ) Y2 (n -Yl) ;. 
{II {21 (31 (4) (5) (6) m (8) (9) (10) (11) 
a 66.0 a 0.0 0.00 0.00 0 .0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 Sf .O 
200 64.7 200 1.3 .25 .02 1.6 + .3 1.7 + .4 64.3 
400 55.4 400 10.6 .50 .16 10.2 - .4 10 .6 .0 55.4 
600 34.6 600 31 .4 .75 .48 30.4 -1 .0 30.9 - .S 35.1 
800 .0 800 66.0 1.00 1.00 66.0 .0 66.0 .0 .0 
BEST COPY IWHILABI.E 19 20 
MA THEMA TICAL DESCRI PTIONS OF GRAPH ED HYPOTHESES - TWO DIME NSIONS 
• Columns 1 and 2: List control points reprcscmacive of the curve. 
• Shift the curve 10 the upper-right quadram to match the position of the Standards: 
Column 3: LeI X I = X, and XPI = 800. 
Column 4: LeI YI = ( YP - Y) = (66.0 - y), and YPI = 66.0. 
• Columns 5- )0: Idenlical 10 example ), lable 2. columns 5- 10. 
• Column II : The tinal hypothesis is then. 
y = YP - b(XY' = 66.0 - 1.430 x 10- ,,(X)' '' , OsXsSOO. 
• Lealjt squares fit. A 
Wilh/P fixed al any value; Y= tiXn. where XT= b(XI)" , (' = l:(XT' Y\)/ !;(XT)' . 
and Y = YP - c(b(XP")' 
With YP variable. Y = a+ b(Xl)lI. Lell ing X = (Xl)lI and. under convent ional notation . 
b = wy/ I:x', and a= Y-bX. 
EXJJI71pk8 
Assume a hypothesis like that in fig-
ure 17 (Oal- to convex-upward, nega-
tive slope with negative Y-intercept 
and crossing inlo Ihe lefl half of lwo-
dimensional space). Mathematical 
formulation for this curve is detailed 
in table 8. Procedures closely foHow, 
lhose of example I. 
y 
Table e.- Mathemalical hypothesis development 
OvefI.y 
Control (X- IC ) (YP - Y) control 
points poIn1. 
- - --
X Y Xl Yl Xl/XP1 Yl/YP1 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
- 400 26.0 a 0.0 0.00 0.00 
-200 24 .7 200 1.3 .25 .02 
a 15.4 400 10.6 .50 .16 
200 - 5.4 600 31.4 .75 .48 
400 - 40.0 800 66.0 1.00 1.00 
- .00 o .001.) 
o .00 1001 • • • 00) 
Flguro 17.-Y = YP - (X - tr, 
k !S X !SXP. n ~ 1 . 
Perf .... · 
b(.X1 )2.10 anc;e of I>(Xl)~" 
Yl 
Perform-
.nee o' , + Y2 12 
----- - - -----
-;1 (;'1 - Yl) n in- Yl) Y 
(7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 
0.0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 26.0 
1.6 + .3 1.7 + .4 24.3 
10.2 
-
. 10.6 .0 15.4 
30.4 - 1.0 30.9 - .5 - 4.9 
06.0 .0 66.0 .0 .0 
• Columns I and 2: List control poin ts represen tative of the curve . 
• Shift the curve to the upper-right quadrant to match the position of the Standards: 
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF GRAPHED HYPOTHESES - TWO DIMENSIONS 
Chasse II, 
~Bell-Shaped or 
Sigmoidal CUn'es) 
Column 3: Let X I = (X - k), where k = the smallest value of X 10 be rcprc~cnlcd by 
the equation, - 400 here, Then, XI ; (X + 4(0), and XPI ; 800. 
Column 4: Let XI ; (YP - Y) ; (26.0 - y), and YP I ; 66 .0. 
• Columns 5- 10: Identical to example 1. table 2 • ..:olumm 5- 10. 
• Column II : The final hypot hesis is then. 
Y; YP - b(X)" ; 26.0 - 1.430 x \0 '(X)""', - 400:5X :5 400. 
• Least squares fil. A 
With / P fixed at any value; Y; (,(XT), where XT ; b(XI)" , c ; E(XT" YI) / l:(XT)' , 
and Y; YP - c(b(X~))" . 
With YP variable, Y =a+ b(X!)", Letting X = (XI)n and. under cOllvcnlionaJ notalion , 
b ; !:ry/ !:\J, and Q; 'i- bX. 
By reason of e- It: symmetry, shape parameters for til is bell-shaped function are identical 
for ei ther sigmoidal half (sec , - A' ITS DERIVATION, CAPABILITIES, AND LIMITA-
T IONS , appendix A). So. the e- "'·Standards are limited to sigmoids and these have nor-
malized (proportional) X - and Y-scalcs, are in the upper right quadrant of two-
dimensional space, and have zero intercept and slope upward to tne right. 
Representative control points (point-coordinates) are selected from a graphed sigmoidal 
hypothesis and these points are shifted to Ihe position of the Standards through manipula-
I ion of the X- and Y-scales as needed. These revised scales are nonnalized (convened to 
proportions) and the nonnalized control points are plotted on graph paper at the exact 
scale of the Standards. This point-representation of the hypothesis (with or without the 
corresponding curve sketched in) can be laid over and compared with alternative sigmoids 
on any page of the Standards. When Standards are found that bracket the overlay curve 
and are suitably similar to it. the analyst can interpolate between parameters of these 
Standards to arrive at the best sigmoid provided by the system. 
The result is a mathematical hypothesis that can be fitted to new data and evaluated 
statistically. For example. assume the graphed hypolhesis shown in figure 18. 
1200 
'" 
tODD 
800 
---- ---- ----- ---- YP -----------71----- i • 
: ,\ ., 
@ : \ 
Y60Q DATA POINT ........ '" 
400 
® 
200 '" 
20 40 60 80 tOO 
X 
Flgur, 18.-H,r., the •• peeted curre form h .. been 
hand·litled through ~otted ct.ta point. by appro.lm.t. 
I.a.t deviation • • (K.f.119S8). 
o , 
, 
XP 
t20 t40 160 
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MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF GRAPHED HYPOTHESES - TWO DIMENSIONS 
Recognizing that the shape of the curve on each side of the peak is about Ihe same, it 
seems likely that a symmetrical curve fitting the left , most completely specified side of the 
relation, will also fit the top segment of the implied sigmoid tothe right of the peak. So, 
we only need identify the mathematical fonn oflhe sigmoid to the left of the peak 
(O :5 X:5 150) to deseribe the entire graphed hypothesis. Mathematical formulation of this 
curve is detailed in fable 9. 
Tabt, g.-Mathematical hypotheSis develupmenl 
0 ; 2); .17 0;2./=.8701 
Owt1ay XP! ; '50, Part ...... XP! = '50, Potf ...... Control X (f -a ) control fP! ;'000 a~of fP! ;'000 _01 points point. a;O,Y1 ; f' .=O,Y2= 12 
----
---- ------ - ---
X Y X1 f' X,/XP! fllfP! .+YP1-. - 1( (Y' - f) .+Y'P1., - A' 07 - f) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 18) (9) (10) 
0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 75 100 75 100 .SO .10 tOO.6 + .6 tOO.5 + .5 105 430 105 430 .70 .43 437.5 + 7.5 437.3 + 7.3 t20 700 t20 700 .80 .70 692.6 - 7.4 692.4 
- 7.6 tSO tOOO tSO 1000 t.00 t.00 tOOO.O .0 1000.0 
Procedures generally foHow those of example I for curves of the X"-c\ass. 
• Columns I and 2: Five control points representative of the curve (including XP, the 
point in X at which Y peaks, and YP, the peak value of Y) have been selected from the 
sigmoid and are listed here. Use fewer control points where the desired sensitivilY is less. 
more for greater sensitivity. 
• Columns 3 and 4: The Standards for.- K are orienled al zero in the upper-right 
quadrant (as for the X"-Standards) and, since Ihis curve already confonns, there are no 
transfonnalions oflhe X - and Y-.. es. So, XI =X and YI; Y, respectively. The XI- and 
YI-variables will be shown and used here to be consistent with procedures for more com-
plex examples Ihat follow. NOle that XPI is the maximum value of XI and that YPI is 
the maximum value of YI. 
• Columns 5 and 6: Compute ratios of XI and YI toXPI and YPI , respectively. 
These arrays of ratios are the nonnalized (proportional) seales for the XI- and YI-control 
points. The resulting overlay points can now be plotted on a sheet of conventional graph 
paper (10 x 10 to V, inch is best), at the exact seale specified in figure 19 (5 inches for the 
YP range and V, inch per 1/ 10 unil of YI, 7V, inches fort he XP range and 3/ 4 inch per 
1/ 10 unit of XI). Although not necessary, it may help to sketch a smooth curve through 
these plotted points as shown in figure 19. 
• Use this curve as an overlay for any page of the Standards. being careful 10 match 
exaclly, the X - and Y-.. es of the overlay with those of each page examined . Find adjoin-
ing sigmoids that are most nearly shaped like Ihe overlay curve and bracket it (fig. 20). 
Note in the Standards that I is the proportional distance of the inflection point from 
zero 10 1.0 and n is the power of the negative exponents for e in e- /( (appendix). Curva-
ture of the sigmoids becomes more pronounced with increased n, and n changes belween 
BES- COpy AVAIL!IBLE 
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the 01'101".1 CUI'Ie. 5e¥Ir.I adJOining CUfWS of 'hil Nt 
brlcket the cwertlY curw. 
0.' 0.8 0.9 1.0 
01 0.' 
pages of Ihe Standards. There are nine sigmoids on each of the 10 graphs. In this case. 
the sigmoids 1= 0.6 and 0.7 (fig. 20) bracket the overlay curve nicely. 
 
I 
Having found an acceptable pair of adjoining sigmoids that bracket the overlay curve, 
the analyst can interpolate between the proponional inflection points they represent and 
BF~T rnPv ~IIAII , n. ~ 23 
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thus select a sigmoid more nearly matching the hypothesis. ProponionaJ horizontal depar. 
ture of the overlay curve from the left bracketing sigmoid at Y/ YPI = 0.5 can be used as 
the basis for interpolation. In figure 20, the overlay curve lies 31 about the 70 percent 
point between inflection points 0.6 and 0.7; so the interpolated 1= 0.67. (This same inter. 
polating principle can also be used between Standards of different se(S for refined "n" 
estimates as the need arises.) Then 5ubstitUling in the parent e - K·equation, we have: 
This is easily programed o n a small desk· top computer (with the number of steps rc. 
quired generally being less than 100) and solved for YI-values at control-point 
XI·values. 
• Column 7: , - , (ranging only from 0 to I) is scaled to the graphed hypothesis by 
simply multiplying , - Kby YP~ (= YP here), the height of the sigmoid at its peak . Add-
ing the intercept a, produces YI. 
• Column 8: The selected sigmoid is reasonably close to that of the hypothesis with a 
slight surplus of positive values (+0.6), as shown . In the light of the Y-values involved 
(100, 430. 700), the depanures +0.6, + 7.5. and -7.4. respectively, are small and this 
sigmoid would most likely be adopted. But, as might be more appropriate in other 
cases, computer iteration can be used to select an even closer e- K·approximation of the 
hypothesized sigmoid. h 
• Columns 9 and 10: 1"2 and its performance are slight ly better at 1= 0.670\ . Assum-
ing this to be the final form adopted, we have: 
I X I' - - I I 150 ,- 0T299 -0001 
1-0.001 
And, since the right numerator is very small and the denominator approaches 1.0, 
I J!.. _II' Yz = O+ 1000', - 1 ~3299 ,the final hypothesis. 
t;!ote thaI at the scale shown in figure 21 , differences between the graphed hypothesis and 
Y2 are not discernible. 
This example produced a closer mathematical match for the objective curve than one 
might expect o n the average , but serves to demonstrate the procedures very well . As a 
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AltHll8tin Arnnatllltnts 
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X 
Figure 21.-Point. trom tho Ii"'" _ "" .. _ 
pIottocI_.ho o<i9lnolgrophod '''''''. 
\ . 
\. 
180 
mailer of fining methods interest . the hypothesis was then fitted by least squares (forced 
through the origin) back to the data from which it was panially derived. 
lX I' - -I And: Y = cXT, XT= HXXl'e - 1~3299 
c =(!:(XDYl / !:(XT)' = 0.9%0 or 
almost no change. 
which again. is not distinguishable from the hypothesis at the scale shown in figure 21. 
While this result show) the development process has not deterioraled the tit of the 
hypothesis to the source data, statistical evaluat ion should be reserved for a new data 
set. The same fitting procedures are applicable. 
Unique spacial arTangemont of the bell-shaped or sigmoidal form may neces.,itate ad-
justment of the Y·values for an intercepl and/ or manipulation of the X·scale to shift 
the objective figure to the upper righl quadrant (like the Standards). Commonly encoun-
tered spacial alternatives and associaled shining lechniques are shown in figures 22- 26 
which follow . 
me YAv It l,lt 26 
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A 
y, - -- - ---- ---- --
y 
, 
I 
I 
B 
y, - --- ------_._--
y , 
, 
- - - - - - - - - - - 1- -- o ---- - --
------1---
o'----___ ---!_ 
o X, o 
X X 
Figure 22.-lntlrcept. other thin zero. 
• Here, the sigmoid never drops relow the intercept a, regardless of whether a is 
posilive (fig. 22A) or negative (fig. 228) and is suitably adjusted by (Y-o), as sho wn at 
the top o f column 4, table 9. 
Given the same hypothe~is, 
- -I 
150 
, 
X, 
lX I' y-o I~' - 0 .3299 " . 
- + vuu e , but with a being a constraint other than zero, the fitling 
process is identical to the one just specified. If, for example, the fixed (J = - 20, the final 
form would be: 
I..!!... -II' Y' = _ 20+0.996O(1~" - 1~3299 uuu < ),O"X,,(2XP = 300). 
Where a is variable (nol fixed), use linear curve-fitting lechniques to estimate both (J and b 
in 
I X I' Y=o+b(I<XXl'e - 1~3~1 ). 
Then, letting X = HXX)·e- A·, as above, b = l:.\')'/I:~ and a = r - bX, as in convcmio nru 
notation . 
y 
y, - ---- ------
, 
o 
, 
, 
, 
X, 
X 
Figura 23.-RlgIt. holl .'Impll'" boll· 
shlped curve speclUed. 
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• Piol th\.' mirror image of the: right side over the range Os X S XP and identify an 
:Ippropriafc ..,igmoid using X - and Y· \aluc!I frol11 1h31 range, i:l." in wble 9. The sigmoid 
adl) pll,;'d " ill ap ply equally o n either ~idc o f XP. 
• 
o 
( -) o XP (+) 
(IIP + Io' 
Figure 2. ,-1 = 0 Included in the,.,. 
XP , xP. 
•• •• (X) 
• • •• (X-.) = X t 
• SubSli,u 'e X I = IX - k) for X in 'he range XP:<X:«XP + k) . Then fo llow ,able 9 
procedures to identify an e A·sigmoid for the left side of the bell .t;haped curve ( = right 
side by \'inue of symmetry here . ) 
YP - - - - - - - - :..-... -
Y 
./ 
-- .. .:.--- ---- -:--
o 
o 
X 
Figure 25.-lncompee'._19-
moid _petit*" 
XP 
• Complete the implied liigmoid in accord wit h expectation and identify e ,.; as in 
table 9. The hyputhcsis would be presumed to apply in the range Os X s XP. 
e.TP 
Y 
e 
(e-YP)L-______ ~.;-------
(-) -X, 0 H) 
Flour. 21.-lnwrted bell· 
. typed CUf'fe, « portkwl 
lhefeof. 
X 
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l · .... in): Applil'able parts ur 
f! A_l· un'('s 
• Plot the !legal;\'c departures of the curve from the intcn.:ept a'i posit ive depanure .... 
on the intcn:ept. that is. rotate the curve upward about u. Identify the appropriale sig-
mo id as ~hown previously and finally. Y = u - )'p. f! ,., 
O n cx.:c'Lsion , the added elTon required to compile a rnulti · ..... o mponent th:~'ripl or ..... an 
be avoided by ut ilizing a portion of a single·componenl cu rve. 
Assume the ..... urvc in figure 27A is to be desaibed mat hcl11atkal lv and lhal no s.uis. 
factory mat ..... hing curve ha3 been fo und using X" . As an alternative', the a il a lysl ..... ou ld 
u~denakc a multiple· ..... omponent des ..... ri plion. bu t anol her single · ..... omponell l poss ibi lity 
eXists. 
'AI 
'BI 
' RI 
y . 
(R t 500II R) 
1000 500 
500 
------L /I 10 ... X 
" I : 
o -500 L.._-.::"":.."_ ...... '____ _ 
- 10 10 ... X 
Figure 27.-Using the upper hilt 01 a sigmoid: (A) the problem, 
and (8) a solution. 
10 20 ... p . 
IX . 10) 
• E~tc~d Ih: desired curve in figure 27A such thal thc re~alhing form approximates 
Ihat 0 1 a SigmOId. Add a constant to the abscissa su ..... h that XP± X P covers the pert i. 
nem range of X . (X + 10) turns the trick hcre. Also, add a suitab le constant. 500 in this 
case, t.o R (~ sh ift the emire sigmoid \'enically 10 the upper-righl quadrant . For rcpre. 
SCnlatlve pomts from the right half of this curve (for example. figure ;:- B) ...... Omttrul.:t an 
ovcrlay c~r\'e and find a matching Standard fo r (he uppcr half uf the over lay. The 
ad.o~tcd smgle.-componcnl Standard fi ll cd to the X- and Y·values [hen rC'pre~e nt s tht. 
ongmal curve In Ihc rcgion Os X s 10. The resulting descriptor is 
y = 1000' , ' - 500, O:<X :< 10, 
or 
y = 1000 
• Procedu res fo r any rr<.lction of any form are analogollt;;. 
, , 
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~C)tc!\un e Ii 
Multiple-Component 
Ilescriptors 
ThcTI.' may be ~asc~ where Iht: f! "'-transform dClcTminl.'o from (hI.! Standarus i~ not 
,ufficiclllly at.:l'uralc for Ihe purposes of the anaIY~I. In ~Udl ca~I.". curve-fonn dl! sl'rip-
lion prO(l.'dUTCS beyond the scope of this paper must be u""cd . 
The portioll of lhc ClI Tve to the right of XPh. a mirror imagl' Offhl' left in e "' . Once 
"and the proportional intlcction pailll. / . have bt!cn selected and held conslant.l'hangcs 
in t' valucs depend only on departure of X / XP from 1.0. Equal departures on oppo~ilc 
sides of 1.0 will result in equal Y-valucs. For the occasions when the analyst's (urv\: is 
bell shaped and symmetrical. we really nl:cd only identify the (. "' -transform fUT one 
side (left), as for ligure 18 and in tab le 9 procedures. 
Evcrye A·-transform is forced to zero at X = 0 and at X = lXP and should on ly be 
used wilhin Ihesc limi lS lappendix, e A DERIVA nON). 
When a suitable match fo r a graphed two-dimensional hYPOlhesis of the X"-cla.~s can-
not be found in the X"-Standards. more satisfactory descriptors can often be developed 
by matching unique portions of the curve sequentially and adding descriptors for the 
parts to arrivc at the whole. Also, development of descriptors for contiguous segment s 
of the X-axis constitutes another flexib le alternative. 
One example. a commonly encountered kind of curve form that depan s from the 
single-component Standards of the X"-c1ass, is represcnted by the graphed hypothesis in 
figu re 28. 
'00 
90 
80 
10 
60 
y >0 
30 
'0 
HIO 600 700 800 '00 '000 
Figure 28.-A graphed hypotheSiS. 
Assume this is the curve to be described. The discerning analyst will immediately re -
ject it as a single-component X" form because of the second pronounced bend in the 
range 700s X s 1(0). But . let us run iI through· the X"-si nglc componcllt procedures 10 
provide a contrast for Ihe two-component form to be developed subsequently. 
29 )0 
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C~ntrol points for the curve are normal ized in table 10 and are replotted as a 5- by 
7.5-lOch overlay curve the same size as the Standards (fig. 29). 
Ta~ 10.-Normalized control points for figure 28 
Cantrol X (Y-o) 
<>-toy 
_101 
point. point, 
------
X Y Xl Yl Xl/XI>1 Yl/YI>1 (I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
0 0 0 0 .0 0.00 0.00 
200 5.2 200 5.2 .20 .05 
400 17.0 400 17.0 . .a .17 
600 33.5 tiro 33.5 .60 .34 
700 43.0 700 43.0 .70 .43 
800 54.8 800 54.8 .60 .55 
900 71.1 900 71 .1 .90 .71 
1000 100.0 1000 100.0 1.00 1.00 
' .0 
., 
.S 
.7 
. 
y / y, 
.S 
. 
. 3 
.2 
.1 
0 
0 ., .2 .3 . 
.S . .7 .8 . 
XI X' 
F~ur. 29.-0wertay CUrYe for .ntlr. X.,a .. compared to the 
KIt·Standard •. 
There is no suitable match for the overlay curve in the X"-Standards; so we reson to 
description of the graphed curve with two components. The first component covers the 
range Os X s 700 since thai ponion of the curve in figure 28 has only one point of bend 
and seems reasonably similar in conformation 10 the X"-Standards. Next, X and Yare 
scaled 10 1.0 . 1 X = 700 (Iable II , columns 1-4). 
BESl COP~ A~MLABlE 
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T.~. 11.-Malhematicat hypothesis development 
Overtay Overtay 
X (V-a) control points 1 Perform: control points 11 Periorm: 
III portion bXu5 anee of Y1 2nd portion cX'2.5 anee of Y2 
----
- ----
Xl VI XII700 Y1 /43.0 Yl (Yl -Vl) Xl/1000 ICoI.81122.5 12 (12 - ICoI.SI) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
a 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
200 5.2 .29 .12 5.4 + .2 .0 - .2 
400 17.0 .57 .40 17.1 .1 .0 - .1 
600 33.5 .86 .78 33.3 .2 .0 + .2 
700 43.0 1.00 1.00 43.0 .0 .3 + .3 
800 54.8 53.6 - 1.2 0.80 0 .05 1.4 + .2 
900 71 .1 65.1 - 6 .0 .90 .27 6.0 .0 
1000 100.0 77.5 - 22.5 1.00 1.00 22.5 .0 
t b·YP1/tXPI1.65=43.nt(700)U~S = 8 .69x 10 .. 
tt c = YP1/{XP)'25 = 22.51( 1000)'25 = 7.115 )( 10 - 37 
Arter plotting the first -portion overlay curve and comparing it (0 the X"-Standards 
(fig. 30), we find lhal XL" gives a good malch for the curve in the Os X s 700 range. 
Scaled to 43 at X = 700, XL.' gives a fai rly close approximation of the Y) -values (table 
II , column 6). As might be expected, Ihis relatively nat curve is too nat when extended 
1 .• 
. 
. 
.1 
. 
Y/YP .5 
.J 
., 
. 1 
.~~~=-----~--~------~-------c--~---c 
• . 1 
., 
. J .• . 
XIX' 
~Igure 30.-Firlt-portion overlay curve compared to the xn. 
Standards. 
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(0 represent the desired curve in the 700sX s 1<XX> range (column 5). The diffe rences. 
1.2,6.0, and 22.5, represent the curve of values that must still be added to match the 
right side of the desired curve. Needed in the descriptor is a second component that is 
essentially zero in the Os X s 700 range and about equal to the curve of v:lIues sti ll 
needed in the range 700s X s 1000. 
Plouing the overlay curve for the second curve pan ion and comparing it to the X" 
-Standards as in figure 31 , we find that XI] might match the required curve fairly well 
1 .• 
.  
. 
.1 
.• 
Y/Y~ .5 
.J 
., 
. 1 
. ~.----~--~., ----~---.• ~---.T. ----.•• ~~~.,~~~ .• ----~.'----~, .• 
X/X~ 
Figure 31.-Seconcf.porlion OvertlY CURe compeM to the X,.· 
Standards. 
but , on trial, X I2·1 performs a little better. Scaling XI2·' to 22.5 at X = 1000 gives values 
close to those desired in the 700sX s 1000 range (table II, column 9). Then the com-
plete descriptor is: 
y= (8.691 x IO - ')XL.' + 17.115 x IO - " )X"" , 
with final values listed in table 12. In this case, Yis regarded as being satisfactori ly 
close to Y. 
Tible 12.-Model performance 
. X 
o 
200 
400 
600 
700 
800 
900 
1000 
BEST eepy AVAlLAm 
0.0 
5.2 
17.0 
33.5 
43.0 
54.8 
71 .1 
100.0 
0.0 
5.4 
17.1 
33.4 
43.3 
55.0 
71 .1 
100.0 
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T"'o-Component xn. No 
Infkrlion 
The computational ideas just shown arc applicable 10 other curve forms. but a larger 
array of ideas may be necessary to independent descriplor development cHorts by the 
reader . The examples thaI follow are presented with decreasing explanatory detail as 
seems appropriate to the stage of discussion . We will start with an abbreviated version 
of descriptor procedures just presented in detail for the hypothesized curve in figure 28. 
• Read a set of representative XP poims from the graphed hypothesis (fig. 32). Selcel 
one X-value in this set, poinl d, such that the curve over the range 0 to d appears to 
have about the same general conformation (one point of bend) as the Xtl Standards. 
y 
• =0
0 
~_o:::::;;;.... _____ ~,-__ ....... X 
X 
Flgu .. 32.- The graphed hypothesis. 
• Compare the corresponding overlay curve with the X7'-Standards and select an ap-
propriate n in xn. 
• Scale X" tojat d, b = fief'. Then, YI = 2+ bX". Extend YI overt he range dto e 
(dashed line). 
• Compare the overlay curve for the exponential curve of residuals over the range 0 
(0 e with the X"-Standards and select an approp,rate m in xm. 
• ScaleX"'togate,),Othat<;.= gl e"' . T~en , Y.! =cX"'. 
• Add components YI and 1'2. Then, Y=o+bX"+cX'", and 0=0. 
Alternative orientations of the above curve in space can be handled simply. as 
specified earlier in the section entitled "TWO DIMENSIONS". 
Tn-o-Component Xn , with Figure 33 is a variant of the preceding sample. All steps of the descriptive process st ill 
Innet'lion apply. except that the second cOmpORenl is subtracted from the first. Then, 
y 
8=0 
, 
Y =a+bXn - cXm. 
X 
••••• X 
Again. alternative orientations of this curve in space C3n be handled as specified in 
the Xn· lcxt, along with appropriate changes in sign for the last component. 
BEST COPY AV/\il. ,r., L 33 
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Three·Component, X", 
with .1.1 Cenual Segmenl 
The descriptor for a curve that has an extended nat midsection (fig. 34) can be 
treated as follows: 
• Determine the intercept, D, by graphic extension of the flat segment. Calculate the 
slope of the line. Then, 
Yt =o+bX. 
y 
• 
• X 
Figure 34.-The graphed hypothesis. 
0 .... 11=(.-'" 
• Determine the residuals of the curve from the straight line for representative points 
over X. Include three or four such points at each end of X, where the curve bends away 
from the straight line. 
• For the right-end departures, plot an overlay curve and compare to the xn 
-Standards. Find a suitable n in X" and scale X" to h at g, wherein c= hi it' . Then, 
Y2=cxn. 
• For the left-end depanures, plot an overlay curve and compare 10 the xn 
-Standards. Reve"" the X-axis by substiluting K = (j- X). Plot the lef!-end overlay curve 
and compare with the Xl"-Standards. Find a suitable In in KIIJ and scale K'" to i at j ; 
such that, d = ilr. 
• Then, the left-end descriptor is: 
n=dKm. 
Then ~he entire descriptor is: 
Y=o+ bX + eX" +dKm, O:sX:sg. 
Variants from this curve include negative departures from either or both ends of the 
straight line. In such cases, the signs of the corresponding components simply become 
negative . 
Ahernative orientations of this figure in space can be handled as specified earlier in 
"TWO DIMENSIONS" . 
Segmentation with Xn Where xn does not provide a suitably accurate descriptor for Yover the entire range 
34 
of X, describing Y= j(X) for each of several contiguous segments of the X-range, will 
often remedy the problem. In figure 35: 
Y = 1.0+ 6.456 x 10- " (X)",, O:s X:s 60, results in depanures from the objective 
curve of from + 0.03 to - 0.07. 
Y= 1.0, O:s X:s30, and 
Y = 1.0 + 5.708 x 10- ' (X - 30)"', 30:sX :s60, results in depanures of only ± 0.01. 
BESl COpy A~~ll~,m.E 
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Straight-Line Slopes 
(Xn , n = I) Plus or 
Minus Sigmoids 
3 
2 
Y 
o 
~------~~-.-------
'0 20 30 40 60 60 
• 
Figure 35.- The graphed hypothesis. 
For any curve thai has an inflect ion and a d istinctive peak {posi tive (~r negat ive ), e II 
-sigmoids may be appro priate. (Note that sigmoids may be created with Iwa ,f.l(po ncn-
lials o f opposite sign, as shown under multiple exponen tials wilh inflection.) Sigmoids 
are shown here in combination with linear e ffects for added dcscriplive power. 
In Ihis case (fig. 36), we can use a slraighl ~ne wilh slope b = f/ d . The inl ercepl plus 
Ihe slraighlline is YI = o+bX. Then add 10 YI a sigmoid mal ching Ihe curve differ· 
ences, Yd, from the linear function, scaled to g at the poi", in X (e "here) where Y(I 
peaks. (Follow Ihe melhods in lable 9.) The sigmoid componenl is Y2 =ge ~ '· . 
Y 
Yel t· L-
---
_______ ::______ f 
•.•.• X 
• 
Figure 38.-The grlp/lod hypolheill. 
The final descriptor is (hen: 
Alternative arrangements of the sigmoid abo ut the straight line wo uld require appro· 
priale Irealmenl (fig. 37a, b, and c). 
a b c 
.~!}. ~ _ I ·k~~}1 
~.~}~ 
o 0 ••... x 
O .. ·-· p a ld- XI 
Figure 37.- The grlp/lod hypothe .... 
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Xn, n > t, Plus 
Sigmoids 
Mulliple Sigmoids 
UnSfj(menled 
36 
For figure 37a, XP =din the X-scale and the sign o f the sigmoid component would 
become negative: 
For figure 37b, P= (d - X) would be subsliluled fo r X in . ~ A, XP = d in Ihe P-seale, 
and the sigmoids would be posit ive: 
Y= o+ bX + gr A , Os X s d . 
For figure 37c, again, P= (d - X) is subsliluled for X in r A, XP = d in Ihe P -seale, and 
the sigmo id is subtracted: 
Y= o+ bX-gr A,Os X s d. 
The same sigmoid alternat ives exist when the slope of the straight line is negative, the 
only change in the descriptors would be that the sign o f the first componenl would be 
negative. 
Of course, exponentials and sigmoids can be used in combinatio n (fig. 38). Where (he 
le ft component is an X" in P, subtracted from D, and the right compo nent is a sigmoid 
in X added to D , then, 
Y=a - (jl d" )P"+gr K, Os X s d. 
. y . 
_____ J . 
d ······ X 
0 ······ P · Id- XI 
Figure 38.- The graphed hypothesis. 
Sometimes the combination of severa1 sigmoidal (upright or inve rted) component s can 
be used effec tively to describe asymmetrical curves. Each sigmoid is matched and scaled 
independently and both are summed in the finaJ descriptor . 
Fo r figure 39a, P = (d - X) is subslilUled for X in e/~ ·· , fo r Ihe sigmoid 10 Ihe le fl o f c 
and e'R K , the sigmoid to the right of c, is described in the X-scale. XP = d in X, fo r bo th 
X · and P~scales. Then, 
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b 
------l 
-y -
a 
-y -
c c d ------ X 
0 ------ p . Id- XI 
Figure 39.- The graphed hypothesis. 
~""'nl.d 
Conlil(uous Bell-
Sha(K'd Curves 
For figure 39b. the descriptor is much the same as for figure 39a, but the a-value is 
higher and signs of the sigmoidal effects are reversed . Then. 
A simple way of handling asymmetry is to break the X range inlO two pans. 
Os X s XP, and XPsX s L (fig. 40). Identify a suitable sigmoid for each pan of the 
skewed , bell-shaped curve and scale to YP using the X-scale for the left sigmoid and the 
(L - X) scale for .he one on the right . The resull is a two-component descriptor 
y = YPe/~ K, Os XsXP 
1\ and 
Y= YPeii K, xPsXsL. 
'l/I~ 
o XP L---(X) 
(L-XP) O---(L-X)=P 
Figur. 40.- Tho grlphod lIypoI_i •. 
Bell-shaped curves. in whole or in pan. can be summed in a descriptor. And, for 
th is panicular example (fig. 41), the peaks of the two leftmost bell-shaped curves occur 
at points other than the upper or lower exlrem(! of Ihe X-range. which is not true in 
previous examples involving sigmoids. A peculiarity of e- It is that its controlled usc is 
within XP + XP. where XPis lhe point in Ihe X·range at which the Y·pcak (either 
positive or negative) occurs, and XP ± XPare the poinlS at which the tails of the bell-
shaped curve drop to zero. Beyond these points, the sigmoid values become negative. 
Then. where an XPis located in such a way that XP ± XPdoes not cover the penincnt 
range of X . it becomes necessary to aJter ~he X·scale so that it does. The discussion 
below for the foregoing graph (fig. 41) should clarify both the problem and its solution . 
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80 155 ······ Z '" IX .. 40) 
Flgur •• 1.- The gr.phed hypolhull. 
A symmetrical. beU·shaped curve with values ranging from 1.0 at XP to zero at 
XP7 XP is specified by e- K. With XP = 40 forthe first bell-shaped curve, the range of 
app"cal1on fore - K IS 4O ± 40, or from zero to go. Beyond X = go, e- K would actually 
dip below zero by some unspecified amounl. The problem is simply remedied by adding 
a large enough constant to X such that XP + XP in the new scaJe would cover the 
original maximum of 115. P = (X + 40) accomplishes this nicely; so the descriptor would 
be: 
A 
For the first curve, YI ~fel K, where PreplacesXin e- K and XP=80in P; 
For the second curve, Y2'=gei "'. where X is used wit haUl transrormation in e - A.' 
since XP = 90 gives an applicable range for X of zero to I go, covering the X-extrc~e 
of liS as required; /I. 
For the third curve, Y3 = hei K, where X is also used without. transformation in e- K 
since XP± XP(IIS ± 115) covers the peninent range of X, 0 - 115. 
Then, the entire descriptor is: 
where: el l( involves P 
e; K involves X 
eiK involves X . 
, 
Y= Q+ Je , K + gei "+he, K, OsXs 115 
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MA THEMA TICAL DESCRIPTION OF GRAPHED 
HYPOTHESES - THREE DIMENSIONS 
To reiterate what has been said prevously. the analysl's capabi lit y fo r developing sen-
sitive muhidimensionaJ hypothesis models depends large on his or her 2-D talents . The 
examples shown here should provide enough procedural background to permit intuitive 
extension of the system to include more nexible curve-form a1ternatives. The lin data 
examples included. serve to reinforce these ideas through applicat io n under rea l data 
circumstances. 
Oulline for "THREE DIMENSIONS" 
PAG.: 
Sigmoidal XI-Effect. with Constant Point of Peaking in Xl and 
Interacting with a Concave-Upward Xl-Effect 
y 
Contrived example. 
y t:,§.: live data example .......... • •• • ••••••• . . 
o + 
x, 
Symmetrical Bell-Shaped Ridge Over XI. with Moving Peak in Xl and 
Interacting with a Concave-Upward Xl-Effect. 
+ Live data example . 
x, 
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PAGE 
Asymmetrical Bell-Shaped Ridge Over XI, with Moving Peak in Xl. This 
is Described in Two Segments and Inleracts with a Sigmoidal Xl-Effect. 
[ + Live data example .. 63 Y 
0 + 
x, 
Asymmetrical Bell-Shaped Ridge Over XI, with Moving Peak in Xl. This 
is Described in Three Segments and Interacts with a Sigmoidal Xl-Effect. 
+ 
y 69 c~~o 
o + 
Live data example 
x, 
Symmetrical, Inverse Bell-Shaped Ridge Over XI, with Constant Point of 
Minimum in XI and Interacting with a Concave-Upward Xl·Effect. 
Live data example 73 
Bf.Sf C; A~ . ..1-.:. • .: 
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Sigmoidal X I-Effeci. 
wilh Conslanl Poinl 
of Peaking in X2 and 
Inleracling wilh a 
Concan-U~ward 
X2-Effecl 
Contrhed Exampif 
PAGt: 
Concave-Upward Relalion in Two Dimensions. wilh Conslanl Poinl of 
Peaking in X I Over X 2. 
Iksi~~~~~?~~~ + Live data example . 
o 
X1 
Given graphed 2· D hypot heses over XI for rep~esentative levels of X2 (fig. 42), and 
gi \ en the basic 2·D descriptor fo r the XI·effect (Y = intercept + scalar(XI sigmoid)) for 
each curve of the set, the analyst is in a position to formulatc a descriptor for the im-
plied surface. He simply expresses the changing intercepts • .scalars, and paramctcr(s) of 
the XI -sigmoid in terms of X2 and then substitutes appropriately in the basic 2-D 
descripto r. Pertinent information for Ihe four sigmoid curves above has been assembled 
in tab le 13, columns 1-6. by using informat ion read directly from the graphs along with 
I he x n. and e A-Standards: 
400 
100 
, 
aoo 
o 
GIIAIONID xa 
N'100TNII'1 I 
\/. IICII.IOTOII 
~ 4 h: 
a 4 • I 10 
X1 
Flgur. 42. - The grlphrtd hypothesi. end descrip-
tor perform.nc.. 
, ICALAII 
170 l 'IO 
,.. 
11.1 11 .. r:.11 
ao 
74 
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Ta~e 13.-Malhematical hypothesis development 
Sigmoid par.mete,s 
X2 Intercept XP . , scal,r i sUI., It) 12) 13) (4) 151 (61 m 18) 
20 to 3.0 0.90 25 0.900 25.0 20 to 3.0 .87 6t .870 6t .t 20 10 3.0 .66 t69 .663 t69.4 
20 10 3.0 .10 350 .100 350.0 
Here. the intercept and sigmoid parameters, XP and n, are constant over X2. but the 
scalar incre~s and I decreases exponenti~lly with increasing X2-values. Using the xn. 
Standards, 1= 0 .9 - 0.OO3704(X2)' and scalar = 25 + 9.028(X2)'. These estimators per. 
form rather w~1I as may be seen in columns 7 and 8. Then substituting in the basic 
equation for Y. 
e = inte rcept + scalar(XI sigmoid) , 
Y = 20 + (25 + 9.028(X2)' )(X' sigmoid) 
where: 
The XI sigmoid = 
-I (XI / IO) - ) I' -1-1 I' 
e I - I -e I - I 
l -e-h~I ' 
, 
and I, as specified previously, = O.9 - 0.003704(X2)'-
Application limits for this hypothesis 'lfe OsXls 10, and OSX2,;6. 
By plolting computer solutions for Yar pertinent combinations of X I and X2 . we can 
see that the descriptor lies quite close 10 the graphed curves (fig. 42). And, the entire pre-
dicted surface appears as follows (fi~. 43): 
400 
100 
, 200 
100 
o 
o 4 • I 10 
X1 
Figure 43.- The mathem.llc.1 hypothesis. 
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Sigmoidal XI-Effect. 
with Constanl Poi!!t 
of Peaking in X2 and 
Interacting with a 
Concave-U pward 
X2-Effect 
Un I>ala .~xampk 
NOlC thai the original curves may be given over X2 instead of XI. in which case, the 
roles of X I and X2 in descriptor development would be interchanged . Also. where 
multiple·componcnl 2· D descriptors arc invo lved, they arc simply incorporated, li ke the 
single ones here. in the final descriptor. 
This dcscriPIOT system is applicable to virtually any surface and is especially useful in 
emulat ing strong interactive relationships. An application 10 a live data SCI involving 
such interaction is documented in the next example as a means of demo nstrating actual 
use of some of the 2-D alternatives available 10 the analysl. 
Wildlife managers have expressed interest in the (hermal cover provided large game 
animals by the live crowns of lodgepole pine (rees, as reponed in Cole, D. M .• and 
Jl!nsen 198 1. Related to such cover is the height to base of live crown (HBC) in 
lodgepole shown in figure 44 where HBCis expressed as a function of the average 
height of dominant trees (H) in the stand and stand density as reflected in Crown Com-
pelilion faclor (CCF) . This hypolhesis refleclS Ihe expeeled effeel for CCF. which is 
positive and sigmoidal , and that for His positive wit h no strong expectation as to form. 
These expected effects were found to exist in a data set ded icated to the formulation 
of a mathematical hypothesis for the relation. The 134 observations involved, were 
sOrled inlo IO-fool heigh I groups wherein HBC was plolled over CCF(fig. 45). 
The expected sigmoidal CCF-effect was clearly visible in the data and appeared to 
break downward from Ihe asymploles al aboullhe same poinl in CCF(l80-200) for a ll 
height groups. The strongest expression of the sigmoidal form appeared to exist in the 
~: f <¥l 
:r 
10 
bz:;~~;;:Z;;;Z;;;;;~ 
<¥l 80 110 160 100 2<¥l 280 310 J60 <QJ 
CCF 
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I. AY. "'. =2'.1 
<0 
u 
I IIODI L DATA PO"'" 
10 PI.IlO.IIANCI 
\ ,I \ 
10 AY. "To = ...... 
III =aa 
u 
I 
.. ,*..,. .. I. ... 
10 AY. "T •• 70. 1 
111 - 1a 
<. ?-~-u 
I 
I' 
100 aDo aDo .. 00 .00 
ceo 
Flgur ... s.-Graphed hypothe ••• and model pet'1onn.nce lor 
partitioned d,tl. 
AY. MT.=a ••• 
III . aa 
AY. "T.= ...... 
. =aa 
. . .. .. 
" . 
AY. "T. :: ' .... 
••• 
cc. 
<00 
30- and 50-fOOl H-groups. following procedures specified in Ihe TWO DIMENSIONS 
text, control points were read from the approximate least deviations-fit, smoot hed 
curves, and a specific sigmoidal form for each curve was determined (table 14) using the 
{' - K-Standards. 
A single, unchanging sigmoidal form was suitably accurate in describing CCF eHecls 
al all heighlS. While Ihe sigmoid . described by n = 10. 1= 0 .1 83. eIC .• provided Ihe best 
match forthe curve at H = 36.5 and thai sigmoid with n = 10. 1= 0. 190, etc ., wasbesl 
for Ihe curve at H = 54.4. An acceptable compromise wa.~ the sigmoid with Iheld cons-
lanl al 0. 186 (see Ihe lasl column in lable 14). Then . on simplifying. 
I
CCF 110 
NBC= yp'. - 5~_ 0~~6 
100 
where YP is the scalar for the sigmoids over H. Plouing and smoothing the heights of 
the graphed sigmoids (YP,) al CCF= 500. a slightly concave-upward curve appears 10 ex-
ist (fig. 46). 
Reading control points from Ihe smoothed curve , a matching Xn- fu nction was deter-
mined (table 15) from Ihe X"-Slandards. 
where. b = 48.8/ (SO.0)1 37, and YP =0. 12056(H)1.l7. 
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Tabfe 14.-Malhemalical hypothesis development 
H 
36.5 
H 
54.4 
n = 10) = 0.183, n = 10) = 0.186, 
O...rt.y XP=SOO, XP = SOO, 
control control YP = 18.0, Performance YP= 18.0, Performance 
points points a= O,HBC1 = of HBCl • = O,HBC2 = 01 HBC2 
CCF HBC CCF/SOO HBC/18 HYp·. - · (HBC1 - HBC) H Yp·. - · (HBC2-HBC) 
80 5.0 
120 10.1 
160 16.1 
500 18.0 
conlrol 
points 
0.16 0.28 
.24 .56 
.32 .89 
1.00 1.00 
OverIIY 
control 
point. 
4.8 
11.1 
15.3 
18.0 
n =10) = 0.II1O, 
XP=SOO, 
-0.2 
+ 1.0 
-0.8 
0.0 
YP = 29.5, Perlormonce 
• = O,HBC = 01 HBCl 
4.6 
10.9 
15.3 
18.0 
0+10)=0.186, 
XP=SOO, 
-0.4 
+0.8 
-0.8 
0.0 
yp;: 29.5, PerlormliftCe 
• = O,HBC2 = 01 HBC2 
CCF HBC CCFI500 HBCI29.S HYp·. - · (HBC1-HBC) HYp·, - · (HBC2 - HBC) 
80 7.7 
120 16.3 
160 25.4 
500 29.5 
y .. 
0.16 0.26 7.0 -0.7 7.5 
.24 .55 17.4 +1 .1 17B 
.32 .86 24.8 -0.6 25.0 
1.00 1.00 29.5 0.0 29.5 
DATA .. OINTI 
N." 
GRA .. HeD \7 
10 
40 
'011 Y" "-.... aa 
I.IODIL 
ao 
HY .. OTH.... ;;/ u 
ao .. 11I'OIlMANCI aa a. 
10 \ 
o 10 ao ao 40 10 10 70 10 
H 
F ..... " .-Gr.p!*! hypot,,"11 Ind_ 
performance for VP. 
R ~C:T rn~v ~ilAI I r.~ 1 r 
- 0.2 
+ 1.5 
-0.4 
0.0 
4S 
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Table IS.-Development of YP 
Control 
points 
OverI.y 
control 
points 
---- ----- -----
H YP H/80.0 YP,.. .. 
25.1 9.3 0.31 0.19 10.0 +0.7 
36.5 16.4 .46 .34 16.7 + .3 
44.6 21 .0 .56 .43 21 .9 + .9 
54.4 29.4 .68 .60 28.8 
- .6 
70.2 41 .5 .88 .85 40.8 
-
.7 
74.8 44.5 .94 .91 44.5 .0 
80.0 48.8 1.00 1.00 48.8 .0 
The complete hypothesis is then: 
I
CCF 110 - -I 
HOC= (0. 12056(H)'17) •• - 5000.814 
with limits: Os CCFs 500; OsHs 100. 
The performance of this model on the data from which it was panially derived 
(R' = 0.87) is shown as a dashed line within each H-group in figure 45. The final hypo-
thesis presented in figure 44 is produced from model values in table 16. 
Table lS.-HaC values from lhe model 
CCF 
AVH _______ ___ ___ _ ___ _____ _ 
40 60 80 100 120 140 180 180 200 300 SOO 
10 
20 6 6 7 7 8 8 - t 30 10 11 12 13 13 13 
40 12 15 17 18 19 20 20 - t 50 16 20 23 25 26 27 27 60 4 21 26 29 32 33 35 35 70 5 11 26 32 36 39 41 43 43 80 6 13 31 38 43 47 49 51 51 90 7 15 36 45 51 55 57 60 60 100 8 18 42 52 59 64 66 69 70 
r Limits wilhln which data were included. 
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Symmetrical 
BeII·Shaped Ridge 
Ooer X I with Mooing 
Peak in X2 and 
Interacting with a 
<.:oncan·U pward 
X2·Effect 
Un Data Example 
The mathcmarical hypothesis. then, can be adjusted to data sets from diffcrem popu-
lat ions of trees through simple rescaling with b= EXY/ EX'1, as is indicated in the T WO 
DIMENSIONS lexl. 
George and Blakely (1973) reported on Ihe calibralion of fire-relardant dispersal from 
delivery aircraft. On each of 16 passes over a level target area, 6(X) gal of lire retardant 
were dropped from an aircraft. Square-foot coverage and volume of material reaching 
(he ground per 100 fl2 were measured for each aerial drop along with drop height , 
windspeed, wind direclion, aircraft speed , temperature. and humidity. Interest finally 
centered on the change in coverage of O?: 2 gal / JOO ft 2 over a controlled range of drop 
heighls wilhin a partially conI rolled range of windspeeds. (The effecls of all olher vari-
ab les were either negligible or unidentifiable in this data set). 
If Ihe plane were rolling along Ihe ground (drop heighl = 3 fl) al normal nying speed 
and in the absence of wind. it would be expected that a 600-gal drop would be distrib· 
uted over a relatively narrow sl rip of ground and that Ihe area covered by ~ 2 gal l l00 
fl2 would be held 10 some nominal value. Increased aircrafl (and drop) heighl should 
result in grealer dispersal; maximum coverage should be reached at some optimal 
height. As drop height is increased beyond the optimum. dispersal of the relardanl from 
air friction and evaporalion should become more complete; coverage should finally 
reach zero at some relatively great drop height. 
So expectation at zero wind is for a bell·shaped curve truncaled to the left of the 
peak . With increasing wind. oplimal drop height and peak coverage should diminish. 
!)i'lI.;e dbpersal of the rt!lardant would be accemuated by the horizonlal shearing force of 
Ihe wind. Thus. the expected surface would be as shown in figure 47. 
I r' 
8t. 
DROP HEIGHT 
IFEET) 
FlOure '7.- The gener.t •• pected reI.tton. 
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Using these expectations as guides. coverage. C. Wa'i curved over height. H. filling the 
curves to actual data points by approximate least deviations (Karst 1958) for each of 
Ihree dala groups in wind. W (fig. 48). 
10 
• • 0 
• C 
• ::t • 
0 
Z 
.. 4 
! 
Ii 
• 
0 
" Figur. t8.-E.pected trend, titled through the dati. 
.-QIIOU~ 
IIIAII IIAIIQI IYIIIOL 
0.' 0.1-0.7 0 
I .• 1.7-4.1 
I.' '.4-11.. 0 
These curves. plolled at their respective W·means. were connected over W to form the 
implied surface. ligure 49. And. it can be seen Ihat major features of the expectation 
3re reflected in the data-even within the limited range of Hand W. 
100 200 
· H · 
Figure 49.- The graphed hypotheili . 
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Figure 49. (hen . is the basic hypOl hcsis fo r which a descriptor was developed . Assum-
ing that the curves o ver H (fig. 48) could be suitably represenl ed by segment s o f sym-
metrical bell -shaped fo rms. e- I'; was deemed applicable and the identification of match-
ing e-transforms was begun . 
The e-lransform is limilcd in tha i il will yield values o f from ze ro to o ne in Ihe full 
bell-shaped form o nl y within the ra nge HP -!: HP, where HP is the point in H at which 
the C-values peak . And . it was a un ique feature o f this example that the ma. ... imum 
H-values for all three curves of the set exceed 2HP (fig. 50). 
Figure SO.-G'lphed trends trom llOUm 49 Ind SO •• xtended. 
The broadest curve (for W = 0.5) was estimated to peak at H = 273. In this case, a 
matchinge-transform would have dropped below zero where H exceeded 2HP, or 
2(273) = 546,long before the approximate graphed limit of H = 1150 was reached . One 
solulion here is to reverse the H-scale using as a base, the largest H-value of the 
broadest sigmoid likely to be encountered in the set of interesl . Since an even broader 
sigmoid than W = 0.5 is expected to exist at W=O. the largest H-value is estimated at 
1150+ 100= 1250. The H-axis is then reversed using XI = (1250 - H) where, as may be 
seen in figure50, XPI = 977, 1072, and 1170 for W= O.S, W= 3.2, and W=9.6, respec-
tively. Now, as required for each sigmoid, XPI j: XPI includes both the largest and 
smallest value of XI that will be encountered, and XI = (1250 - Xl is used as the basis 
for the bell-shaped H-effect descriptor (e - K ) . The coverage estimator is then specified 
as, 
c= cPI!~e_-_I_(_X_I _/~_:_;_) -__ I __ I '~-~e~-_(_I /_( _I -_I_)_)' j 
- (1 / (1 - I)' 
I -e 
where. 
C = coverage in square feet ( ", 2 gal / l00 ft) 
X I = (125~H) 
XPI = the point in XI at which C peaks 
CPI = coverage peak at XPI , scalar for the sigmoid 
I = the proportional point in XI at which the inflection point o f the bell-shaped 
curve occurs (a) in the range XI = 0 to XPI for the left half of the curve or (b) 
in the range XPI to 2XPI for the right half (fig. 50). 
n -= the power of (he transform (hal dictates the degree o f cun'ature above and below 
any innection point. 
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Since the XPI- and CP1 -values read from Ihe three curves in ligure 50 varied with wind 
in accord with expectation, they were each expressed as a suitable function o f wind. 
Multiple-component }0-descriptors were utilized . 
XP1- and CPI- values from the foregoing equations along with represe lll ative paired X I-
and C-values read from the left side of each bell-shaped curve were the basis for ovcrlay 
( urves. Standards for e - A' that were suitably similar to the ove rlay curves were idcntilicd. 
and the corresponding n (held constant) and I-values were rccorded. Also. ' "arying over 
wind in accord with expectation. I was described as a function of wind to complete the in-
puts 10 the coverage estimator. The details of these computations follow . 
• ·o,XPI =J1W) 
Paired W- and XPI -values(0.5, 977; 3.2, 1072; and 9.6 , 1170) were read from ligure 
50. These points were plotted and a smooth curve was drawn through them (lig. 51) 
that extended over the relevant range of W (0 - 15 mi / h). 
1190 ~ ~ -------/r~ 
/' 20 
( t
1072 
~,,~ 118 
, XP = 1190 _ 4572 115-W) 225 
1100 
·Xp· 
1000 
, 977 
t 
25 
900~----~------------~----------~ 
0.5 3.2 9.6 15.0 ··· (WI 
14.5 11.8 5.4 .0 ··· (15- W) = X 
Figure 51.-Describing the XP·hypothesls. 
The initial descripto r approach here ~\'as to subtract a single-component exponential 
curve on the reve rsed W-scale from the intercept . I 190 (table 17. ~olumns 1- 7) . W was 
reversed in X I = (15 - W) to aline large vaJues o f the independent variable with those of 
X PI . Next. the three data point X I-values and associated coverage differences hlb· 
so lul e) from 1190 were scaled to 1.0 at X l = 14.5. The overlay curve was nol well 
mat ched by any curve in the X"-Standards: so a two-component approat.: h was adopted 
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Table H.- Descriptor development for XPl 
o..rlay , 
W XP1 (IS - W) (1190 - XP1) control points b(Xl)2.2S 
1s1 segment 
---- ---- ---- ----
X Y XI Yl Xl/XP1 YIIYP1 Yl 
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
0.0 15.0 
.5 977 14.5 213 188 
3.2 1072 11 .8 118 1.00 1.00 118 
9.6 1170 5.4 20 .46 .17 20 
15.0 1190 .0 0 .00 .00 0 
o-tay It ttt 
(IS-W) (Yl - Y) control points <(XI)" XP1 
2nd-' 
XI X2 XIIXP2 Y2!YP2 Y2 
(8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) 
15.0 936 
14.5 25 1.00 1.00 25 977 
11 .8 0 .81 .00 0 1072 
5.4 0 .37 .00 0 1170 
. 0 0 .00 .00 0 1190 
T b = 11811 11.Bf-25 = 0.4572 
tf C=25Il 14.sfO= 1.4811)( 10 - 22 
rtt xp, = 1190 _ bX,2.25_ CX,20_ whtch gives a perfect match for the original XP1 ·yalues at control points 0-'''.5 In 
Wind. 
(lable 17, columns 8-13). This lime, lhe differences were filled al XI = 0,5.4, and 11.8 
'0 SIan wilh (see Ihe dOlled line below Ihe intercepl, 1190, in figure 51). Then, Ihe dif-
ference (213 - 188 = 25) between the fir st-component curve and the desired curve was 
added in a .second component. Computations are summarized in table 17, columns 8-13, 
and overlay curves are shown in figure 52. 
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.• 
T / Y' .5 
.1.--.... ~~~==::.:3-----.S--.~. --~~~~~= . ;:~~ 
x, xp 
Figure 52.- First· Ind seconckomponent owerIlY CUfYft com· 
p.red to the X"·St.ndards. 
The compleled funcl ion was Ihen 
XPI = 1190-0.4572(15 - W)" " - 1.4811 x 10- "( 15 - W)"', Os Ws 15. 
Fo,CPI =.!lW) 
Paired W· and CPI · values (0.5,8900; 3.2, 8100; and 9.6, 6970) were read from figure 
50. These points were ploned and a smoolh curve was drawn Ihrough Ihem (fig. 53) 
that extended er the relevant range of wind, 0- 15 mi/ h . 
9000 
8000 
CPl 
580 
7000 ! --------------~ 6390 
6000 
0.5 3.2 
14.5 11 .8 
Figure 53.-A lI.t CUf'ft, X",, m.tchea the lower end 
(9.8 s Ws 15.0)ot ·!Mgr.phedhypolheala. 
9 .6 
I 
5.4 
15.0 .. · IWI 
0.0 .. · 11S- WI - XI 
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Again . a single-compo nent exponent ial was tirsllricd fo r the dCSl'rip lOr here (table 
18. columns 1-7), Reversing the W-axi to X I = (1 5 - W) to a li ne large values o f the in-
dependent variable with those o f CPl . the XI - and CPI -valucs were scaled 10 1.0 at 
X I = 14.5. An overlay curve was cans(ructed and compared to Ihe X"-Standards. But . 
none o f the Standards were acceptab ly dose to the overlay. so a two-component model 
was tried next (table 18). 
To stan with . the lower end afl he curve (O.OsXI :s 15.4) was fit led wit h an inlu i-
live ly selected fla t form (X l 1.1); it was o bvious without scaling and overlays tha t the 
curve wasexlrcmely fl at in that range of Xl (fig. 53). The component X I I .• was then 
scaled to the difference (580) between the intercept (6390) and the desired curve height 
(6970) at X I = 5.4. So this first component (table 18. column 7), a long with the inter· 
ccpt , 6390, co nstitutes the partial descriptor: 
CPI = 6390+ b(XI)'-'. 
Tabte l8.-Descrlptor devetopment for CP 1 
W 
111 
CPI 
(2) 
1'5 - W) ICPI - 6390) 
x, 
(3) 
y, 
(41 
BES C 'P' f; 
o..r1lY 
control points 
,,' sogmen1 
X1I5.4 
15) 
Y1I580 
(6) 
,; 
l' 
(7) 
l J 
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This is the dashed line abo"e the intercept (6390) in figure 53. The remaining differ· 
ences. 340 and 791 , and the associated X I·values were listed and scaled to 1.0 at 
XI = 14.5 (.able 18. columns 8- 11). The overlay curve was .hen plolled and comparcd.o 
. he X"-S.andards (og. 54). 
I .• 
.• 
.S 
.1 
.J 
.2 
·~.--~.,--~.2-=;;;.J-=~;;: .• ;;;::~= .• ;:::--.• ~--.~1--.~.--~.'-~I .• 
XI X' 
F~re S4.-Second component owet1ey curve compered to 
lhe XIt·Stlndlrdl. 
T he curve n = 4.0 ma.ched .he overlay fairly well . So (X l)' was sealed '0 .he d ifference. 
79 1. a. XI = 14.5 (.able 18. column 12). This was added .o .he inlcreep' and .he orSi 
component to arrive at the two·component descripto r . CPI = 6390 + 90. 739( 15 - W)I I 
+ 0.017894(15 - WI'. s Ws 15. No.e .ha •• he rela.ed eSlima' es in .able 18. column 13 were 
regarded as being satisfaclorily close to the o riginal o bjec ti"e "alues in column 2 
M.'ehina Ih. IIoIl·Sh .... d Cur ... 
Tables 19 .hrough 21 liS! XPI · an~ CPI · values from .he cqu3lions developed in .he 
foregoing sections along with some r;:prescntati"c fl· and C·"alues fro m thl' dal a·b ;;l~cd 
po rt ions o f the bell-shaped curves in figure 50. Also listed arc C·"alue cstimatl's Db--
tained by using matching e- x·Standards (sec the o"erlay curves in figure 55). 
As may be seen in tables 19-2 1, the covcrage ... "aJues of the curve for each wind group 
were scaJcd 10 1.0 by using the corresponding CPI as the ma.'(imum. The "aJues of X I 
01 of (2XPI - X I) for each wind group were similarly scaled by using the corresponding 
XPI as the ma.'(imum . After Ihe paired proponions for fI· level~ wilhin e3\:h wind group 
were ploued and smoothed. the resulting overlay curves were compared to the t' A 
·S.andard for n = 2 (og. 55). AI.hough bell.r ma.ehes for some of .hose overlays can 
be fou nd in Standards that have n other Ihan 2.0, it was dl"Cided to hold n constant 
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Table 19,-Descf lplor development for C, W = 0.5 
, " (1250 - HI (2XPI - XII (C - -I 
Overlay 
control points 
----- --- --- --------
w H C XI YI 11977 Y118900 
05 50 6860 1200 754 6860 0 .77 0.77 
100 7600 1150 804 7600 .82 .88 
150 8450 1100 854 8450 .87 .95 
200 8770 1050 904 8770 .93 .99 
273 ~ IIDl ImJ []mI 1.00 1.00 
III 
YI 
7137 
7793 
8322 
8692 
8900 
, TemPOrary lranslOl'm IOf plaiting lI'Ie overlay curve only. The temporary XI·values I T) musT be In ascendintOl Older 
Toward XPI = 977 10 mate" Ihe DOsll ion of the e - K.standardS in Iw().space. f' All StgfnOlds ol lne set are Oflented al a = zero. so je - a) = C = VI 
'" Estimate<! coverage uSing e - K with XI = (1250- H). I = 0.51 , n = 2,0. XPI = 977, CPI = 8900. and a zero inlercepl. 
'Ill Smool~ values 'rom XPI and CPl . each a function of wind (shOwn earlier in Ihe le)ll). 
Table 2O.-Descriplor developmen t for C. W=3.2 
(1250 - HI (2XPI - XII (C - 01 
Overtay 
control points 
- -----------------
w 
3.2 
H 
50 
100 
150 
178 
C 
6730 
7600 
8040 
rnm 
XI 
1200 
1150 
1100 
DmJ 
944 
944 
1044 
DmJ 
VI 
6730 
7600 
8040 
rnmn 
1/1072 Y1/8107 
0.88 
.93 
.97 
1.00 
0.83 
.94 
.99 
1.00 
.t 
VI 
6843 
7612 
8042 
8107 
t EShmated coverage uSing e - /( With xt = (12:JO - HI. 1= 0.71 . n = 2.0, XPI = 1072. CPI = 8107, and a zero intercept 
o\'cr wind. Then. the ' .values corresponding to the best matching curve ahernatives in 
Ih is scI. were eSlimaled 10 be 0.5 1. 0.71. and 0.88 for IV = 0.5.3.2. and 9.6. rcspeclive· 
Iy. On scaling and checking these and alternative curves (by mcans of a small computer) 
at the tabled f1·values within W·group, some improvement wali achieved with the fin al 
' ·array. 0.5 1. 0.7 1. and 0.88. The la" column in each oflables 19- 21 showSl hc fi nal 
scaled coverage estimates. There wali close proximity of these values to actual coverage. 
C. so , = J( IV I was devcioped neXl. 
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Table 21.-Oescriptor development lor C, w= 9.6 
t 
(1250 - H) (C -al 
Overlay 
control points 
---------------------
W H C XI VI XI /1I 70 VI16985 
9.6 80 ~ [ill[I ~ 1.00 1.00 
100 8820 1150 8820 .98 .98 
150 5300 1100 5300 .94 .76 
200 3270 1050 3270 .90 .47 
250 1830 1000 1830 .85 .26 
300 997 950 997 .81 .14 
II 
6985 
6845 
5448 
3364 
161 2 
600 
I Since the right half 01 thiS curve (llg. SO) was read. Xl·vatues ate already ascending toward XPt = t170 and no 
temporary transform 01 X t IS necessaiy lor Plotting the overlay curve 
tt Estimated coverage using e - K with Xl =1 1250 - H ). 1= 0.88. n = 2.o. XPI = 1170, CPl = 6985. and a zero intercept. 
X / XP 
Figure 55.-S'.nderds for n = 2.0 end propor1lonel departur. 
ol inllectlon poln's ln X. (XI),lrom XP, (XIIXP ). 
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INITO A l~ ",,-:--
""" --fiNAL 
.," (;] INITIAL OVII!RLA' ,O,MT. 
",,' e ,IMAL OVERLAY 'OIMT. 
0', ,', 
10 11 12 13 14 15 
Figure 56.-lnltl.l.nd IInll CUM. of' ower W. 
t"or/ = /(W) 
Using the paired wind and [-values just determined (0.5, 0 .51; 3.2, 0.7 1; and 9.6, 
0.88) , I was plotted over Wand a smooth initio/ curve drawn through the three data 
points (fig. 56). 
On checking the performance of e- K over the range of W, with smoothed CPo, XP- , 
and initial/wvalues. it was found thai the left edge of the surface undulated unaccept-
ably (at H = 50, Os Ws 5). [-values were adjusted iteratively to minimize the problem and 
the new (final) set of points shown in figure 56 were established . T he smooth (final) 
curve through these points became the objective curve for which a descriplor was 
developed. 
This curve was judged to require a multicomponent mod~1 because neither the sig-
moids nor the exponentials have the fl attened central segment found there. The nat 
segment was represented by a suaight line; the negative differences at the left end by an 
exponent ial; and those at the right by the lower ponion of a sigmoid (fig. 57) . 
The Flat Stg .... nt.-A straight line was drawn along the final curve. The intercept, 
a = 0.62, and values necessary to the coefQcient for W, (1.054 - 0.620)/ 15 = 0.0289, 
were read directly from the graph. Then YI. the first descriptor component . 
= 0.620 + 0.0289( W), (see table 22, column 3). 
The Lolt End.-This residual ponion of t~e curve (Y2) was satisfac,orily matched by 
a single exponential of the reversed W-axis (Y2), scaled at X I = 14.5 (table 22, columns 
4-8). 
So the partial form at this point is: 
hpanial) = 0.62 + 0.0289(WI - 4.3703 x 10- " (15 - W)'b.". 
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.150 
1.1 ~ 
- 0.62 + 0.0289 (WI 
1.0 
.9 ';'~----,,...-- -- "FINAL" CURVE t FROM FIG. 9 
.8 
.,. 
.7 
.6 
.5 
.4 
.3 
0 2 4 6 8 
OW· 
Figure S7.-Elements of I = ,(W).gr.phId. 
10 
Table 22.-Descriplor for I, the lelt end and central segment 
12 
.. b(WI (15 - WI (V1 - Vl1 
W V1 11 Xl V2 
(t) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
0.0 0.400 0.620 15.0 0.220 
.5 .510 .634 14.5 .124 
t.O .58t .649 t4.0 .068 
2.0 .687 .678 t3.0 .02t 
3.2 .710 .7t2 .11 .8 .002 
14 
<>-IoV 
control polntl 
Xl114.5 V2JO.124 
16) m 
t.OO t.OO 
.97 .55 
.90 .t7 
.81 .02 
12 
18} 
0.219 
.124 
.069 
.020 
.004 
t Although no! shOwn in ' ~e texl here, the curve implied by the overlay points matched 16 5 f1 5 17 in the x". 
:'~~7~~~ 7c,"! r;etl . HerallVe checking shOwed n = 16.75 10 perform best Wi thin l hat range. Then, C = O.124J{ 14.5)'6 7!1 
. T he Right t:nd. - For this portio n o f the curve, 'he differences (Y3) from the straigh' 
h~c an~ associated scaling informatio n arc listed in table 23. It is apparent in figure 58 
(right Side) that the o bjective curve is not well matched by any simple power or lV. The 
same held (rue for a mult iple·compo nent descriptor that was subsequent ly develo ped . By 
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Table 23.-0escriplor for I, the right end 
1 
Overlay 
control points 
-------- - - - --
W 
(1 ) 
8.4 
9.6 
10.4 
13.2 
15.0 
, 
12) 
0.863 
.886 
.897 
.904 
.904 
Yl 
13) 
0.863 
.897 
.921 
1.001 
1.054 
Y3 
14) 
0.000 
.0 11 
.024 
.097 
.150 
WI15 Y3IO.1SO 
15) 16) 
0.56 0.00 
.64 .07 
.69 .16 
.88 .65 
1.00 1.00 
t The overlay curve is compared to the XnSlandardS al the right side 01 
figure 58. 
reorienting Ihe exponential curve in space, however. reversing WIO Xl = (IS - W) and 
invening n to Y4 = (0. 15 - Y3) . the curve becomes convex-upward with increasing 
values of XI. Also, it is at least roughly matched by the sigmoid Standard, n = 8 and 
1 = 0.108 (see table 24 and the left overlay curve in fig . 58). This sigmoid was the result 
of an interpolation between the two Standards 1= 0. 1 and 0.2 at n = 8. 
1.0 
." 
.S 
., 
. 
VIV' . S 
. 
.3 
.2 
0 
0 
X'III' 
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Table 24.-Oescriplor (continued) lor i. the right end 
. 1 " (15 - WI (Y1-~ (11.150 - Y3) Overlay "" - " 
control point. 
-- - - ----- ----
W 
(1 ) 
0.0 
8.4 
9.6 
10.4 
13.2 
15.0 
XI 
12) 
15.0 
6.6 
5.4 
4.6 
1.8 
.0 
Y3 
13) 
0.000 
.011 
.024 
.097 
.150 
t From table 23. column 4. 
Y4 
14) 
0.150 
.150 
.139 
.126 
.053 
.000 
X1115 Y4IO.1SO Y4 
15) 16) 17) 
1.00 1.00 0.150 
.44 1.00 .146 
.36 .93 .139 
.31 .84 .130 
.12 .35 .053 
.00 .00 .000 
tt e - K using Xl , n = 6, 1= 0.108, XPI = 15.0, YP=O.I50, and the intercept . 
a=O. 
Then , the right end was specified as: 
r4 = (0.IS - Y3) = 0. ISO(e - K) 
Y3 = 0. 150- O. ISO(.- K) 
Yl = 0. 150 - 0. 150 e- ~I~ I - e- l~l' 
1
1(15 - W) I' 
l - e - ll - ~. I08I ' 
and simplified: 
1
(15 - W) I' 
1'3= 0. 1634ge - Ig.892 - I 
The three componrnlS Wfre assemblrd for 1._ 
1
11 5 - W ) I' 
1= 0.62 + 0.0289(W) - 4.3703 x 10- " (15 - W)".71- 0.16349. - Ig.892 - I 
The overall performance o f th is descriplOr c'".l, be seen from the tabulation o f Ihe objec. 
tive and est i~ated I in table 25. where I and I were suitably close over the range o f W, 
as already venfied by segment during development. 
BE T Opy ', J" . ~~.c< ~ 
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Table 25.-The performance of i 
Objective 
W , 
0.0 0.400 0.401 
.5 .510 .510 
1.0 .581 .580 
2.0 .657 .658 
3.2 .710 .709 
5.0 .766 .764 
7.5 .838 .835 
8.4 .663 .859 
9.6 .886 .886 
lOA .897 .900 
13.2 .904 .905 
15.0 .904 .904 
Summary for C-
Al this point , all necessary inputs have been derived and the complete hypothesis is: 
C' = CPI 
\ 
•
- _I_IX_I/ XP_I)-_I I ~' -:---_\ 
- I - I _ . ~ (I /(I - /))' 
- I I / (I - /))" 
1- . 
where : 
C ' = coverage in square fecl . estimated from the prelcast squares lit motel 
CPt = coverage peak fo r any specified windspeed . W. and 
CPI = 6390+90.739(15 - W)I I +0.017894115 - W)' . Os Ills 15 
X I = (1250 - H) 
H = dro p heighl . 50s H :s300 
XPI = poinl in XI al which CPI occurs. o r 
XP I = 1190 - 0.4572(15 - W)'·"- I.48II X IO " (1 5 - Ill) '" 
I = inflection point in X expressed as a proponion of XP. (X II XP in Matcha· 
curve· l . Jensen and Ho meyer 1970). _ 1 (l5~5111) _II' 
= 0.62 + 0.0289(W) - 4.3703 x 10 " (\ 5 - W)I6·"- 0. 16349. 0.892 
The hypothesis was then adju51cd back to the data from which it was panially derived 
fo llowing the fining procedures discussed under 2·0. X" and eA. where C ' = X and the 
simple least SQ uares adjustment coeHicienl for Ihe entire hypothesis. 
b = l:XY/ l:X' = 1.000569 and f:= bC' . 
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!he coeflicient, .b: is very near I.(XXX); so it is evident that even before Icast-squares 
adj ustment , the ongmal hypothesis was well alincd with the data spatially. But . in 
checking Ihe form of Ihe hypolhesis by comparing predicled «") and aCIUa! (C) 
coverages in figure 59, at least one anomaly appears. Actual coverage data points for 
Ihe Ihree high-wind poinlS (111= 8.4. 10.4 and 13.2) probably lie 100 close 10 Ihe surface 
since substantial variatio n occurs about the surface at lower wind levels; i.e .. reasonable 
variance about the surface would be expecled at high-wind levels aJso. 
'" o 
2 
« 
'" =>
o 
:I: 
~ 
2 
u ' 
W - GROUP 
MEAN I RANGE lsVMBOL 
0.5 0.3 - 0.7 
3.2 1.4 - 4.8 
. b. '\i . . :-~-' . ...L.--'--.J 
:.:~ .:: ... :'~ ., 
6.4 NONE 
.......... ::<':::::~~ : I~ 8.4 
0+·"' ..... · ... .;.L. ;.;; ..... ~-..J.......J.....;J~~. r"L;.;: .. .. : ~[.:i .  ::b!iiiiiii· 19~ 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
o 100 200 300 
H 
o 
Figure 59.-Hypothesis periormlnce by wind group. 
Recall that through the use of controlled I-values (fig. 56) fo r curves pa.'i5ing d ose to 
the three high-wind points, low variation of these points from the surface was surcd . 
Alternative I-values could be used that would 31low for variation from the surface. in 
acco rd with some assumed variance criteria. This refinement was no t at tempted and the 
model was adopted as developed. Predicted values (table 26) and t h l ' a~\OCi3led surface 
lfig. 60) fOr/ he model are as shown below. 
Table 2S.--Model values 
Drop holflht 
Wind 50 100 150 200 250 300 
milh 
----------------. --------- - --- Feel ------------------ ------------
10 
15 
7.198 
6.830 
6.617 
6.345 
7.804 
7,525 
6.707 
5.663 
8.3 16 
7.707 
4.925 
3.460 
8.710 
7.337 
2.619 
1.447 
8.969 
6.491 
1.009 
414 
9.081 
5.338 
282 
81 
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Asymnwlrkal 
Ikll-ShapH Rid~ 
o.tr X I. with MoYing 
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u ' 
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50 300 
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Figure 60.- The 3·0 hypothesis. 
It is appropriate to review the imposing list of constraints that can be met in models 
like this one. Controllable items include: the intercept for the whole surface; the eleva· 
lion. breadth. and positioning of the peaks over the interacting independent variables; 
the trend in coverage at the truncated left edge of the surface; the magnit ude of curva-
lure above and below the inflection points in the bell-shaped curves; and the positioning 
of the innection points themselves within the range of the independent variables. 
In this hypothesis fro m Klein. Parker, and Jensen 1978. tree monalit y percent in a 
western forest is characterized by tree diameter (d.b.h.) over the course of a beetle 
<pidemic (fig. 61), 
The graphed hypothesis is applicable only ar discrete point s In rime and at the mid· 
point of 2· inch d .b .h. classes, bUI bo th variables are treated as conlinuous. As was evi· 
dent in the original data. the more·or·less bell·shaped .rends over time differ substan· 
l ially on eit her side of .he central ridge. For example. observe strong asymmetry at 
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50 
" 
' 0 
~ 
~ 30 
> ~ 
~ 20 
0 
'" 
, 
,,.. 
YEA R OF OBSERVA TION 
Flgur. 61.- rrH mortality over the cour •• at. bMt'-
.pldemlc. 
" 
d .b.h. = 12 (0 18 inches, made most noticeable perhaps by elevational d iffe rences in the 
curves at thei r left and right ext remes . See also the dwindling breadth of curve crowns 
above and below 15 inches d.b.h. , an interactive change included in the descriptor along 
with asymmetry. 
To assemble descriptor components, left and right sides of the ridge were described 
separately (fig, 62 and 63). using sigmoids from .he e- "-S.andards thaI varied in shape 
and scale according to data trends over d.b .h . Because the lower portion of curves of 
the left half were asymptotic at values larger than zero, it was necessary to include the 
left·edge in tercept , Int , or noor , upon which the left ·side sigmoids rested conceptually. 
Int is a function of d.b.h .• as is XP, the location of the ridge in time. 
'" 
' 0 
~ 10 
> 
~ 20 
~ 
0 '0 ~ 
YEA R OF OBSERV AIION 
Figur. 82.- Tree mortality ower the cour •• of a bMt'-.p. 
demlc,l.ft "OIMnt. 
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demic. rigtt' seglMn,. 
Sigmoids are described within the range XP± 5 years (Yr), since all sigmoids are 
est imated to be fully expressed therein . Use of a constant maximum range, such as 
XP± 5 years , keeps descriptor components to a minimum for lhe sigmoidal time effects, 
yet permits satisfactory matching of the o bjective curves in this case. Restated in general 
terms, the whole descriptor is as follows: 
Monality percent = Int + LstiLsig) + Rsc(Rsig) 
where 
Lsig = left sigmoid = !L(Ln, U, XP, Yr). See the basic sigmoid parameters deoned in 
Jensen 1979. 
Ln = Lsig power = ! ,(d.b.h .) 
U = Lsig inflection point asa proponion of the range in years from XP - 5 to Xp, 
= ! ,(d .b .h .) 
X P = point in t ime where surface JX·"~s=!,(d.b.h.) 
Rsig= right sigmoid =!.(Rn, RI, XP, Yr) 
Rn = Rsig power = !,(d .b.h .) 
RI= Rsig inflect ion point as a proponio n of the range in years from XP+ 5 to X P, 
= ! , (d.b.h .) 
Int = intercept , left edge = ! ,(d .b.h .) 
Rsc = RSig scalar = ridgetop = !,(d .b.h .) 
Lsc = Lsig scalar = (ridgetop) - (lnt) 
ScgmcntaJ constraint s: 
Left side; 66:s Yr :sXP, discrete values only 
Right side; XP:s Yr :s7 1, disc rete values o nly 
Eit herside; 8:s d .b.h .:s 18, midpoints of 2-inch d .b.h. 
clas.only ... 8, 10, 12, etc. 
The model. refitled by least squares to smoothed mo n alicy percent al 36conlrol 
points o n the original data cross sectio ns over time resulted in an R2 of 0.96. Used as a 
BE'1 C' Y AVAILADLE 
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Suppltmentar}' 
t:.planator}· Detail 
66 
goodness-of- fit index. this high R2-value attests to the fact that the descriptor duplicates 
Ihe objective graph with reasonable accuracy. 
The explicit hypothesis and moderate developmental detail follow: 
Mortality percent = K(lnt + Ls<"(Lsigl + Rsc(Rsig J) 
where 
K = least -squares coemcient = 0.9877 
Int = I + 0.2321(d.b.h. _ 8)1." 
Rsc = 2.6429(d.b.h .)- 5. 157 
Lsc = Rsc - Int 
Lsig= 
_I ~ Y~-XPI_I I L. (I ) L. 
• I U _ .- I - U 
I L. 
I_.-(I-U) 
1
20 - dbh I'" 
XP =67.65 + 1.2257. - --r - I 
Ln = 1.5 
Rsig=as for Lsig, but using RI and Rn 
RI=0.752+ 7.8173 X IO- 'Id.b.h . - 141 ' " 
Rn = 2 
Limits 
66s Yrs71, discrete units only 
66 :s Yr:sXP, for Int , Lsc, Lsig 
XP< Yrs71, for Rsc, Rsig 
8:Sd.b.h . :s 18. 
Inl was eSlimaled from leftward extension (from the ridge) of lhe monality lrend in-
dicated by data in each of six 2-inch d.b.h . groups. All six trends reached lower asymp-
tales by 1963 and, at lhat point. suggesled a nat , concave-upward curve over d .b.h . 
(og. 64). This was satisfactorily desCribed by using the X.-Standards. 
Rx is simply the height of the ridge above zero (no intercept) and serves as the scalar 
for the right -half sigmoids. Rs.: is a linear function of d .b.h . adopted to represent the 
somewhat irregular pattern of ridge values for the six d.b.h . groups (og. 65). Note that 
t he ridge line in ogure 62 o nly appears to be sigmoidal by reason of the sigmoidal 
change of point:of-peaking in time with a change in diameter. 
I,s< = (Rsc - Int) and is the scalar for the left-half sigmoids . 
XP. the point in t ime at which the bell-shaped curves peaked , was estimated from the 
XP's for the six data-group cross sectio ns (fig. (6). T his curve was estimated to asymp-
tote at 68.88 for lower diameters and 67.7S for higher diafT'eters. A suitable match was 
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t\8 
found in the e A-Standards when the d .b.h . scale was reversed to 20-(d .b.h .). 
I.sig spc..:i fics the sigmoidal shape o f the left side (fig. 62). AfleT Iramforming Year to 
5 -I )'r - X P I IO create X-values ranging from zero OIl XP - 5 to 5 at XP. the six d .b.h . 
g.ro llp cross sections (lefl halves) werc ~ach scaled to 1.0 in X and Yat critkal points in 
X. Overlay curves were plotled for these cross sec tions (fig. 67). The pattern was on<.' o f 
wider sigmoidal ..:rowns ncar d.b.h. = 14 inches. narrowing wilh departure from Ihal 
d,b .h . This is reflected in the bell -shaped function for the inflectio n po int s. LI. Also. 
Ihe e A. . landards wilh n = 1.5 were found 10 represent this curve array wilh reasonable 
accuracy. so Ln was SCi allhe constant . 1.5 . 
1.0 
.8 
a. .6 
>-
>- 10 
.4 18 
.2 
12 
16 
0 
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 
XIX P 
Figure 67.- The overlay cUrYeS . 
I~ / . Ihe functio n for Ihe inflcclion poinls. is the dashed line in figure 68 and repre-
sents the inflection points adopted and plotted for each overlay curve. LI rellccts Ihe 
width-of-curve-crown trend noted under Lsig and in the text. 
.9 
--~ --
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.7 
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Figure 68.-U smoothed. 
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Asymmelrical 
Bell-Shaped Ridge 
over X I. wilh 
Moving Peak in X 2. 
This is described in 
Three Segmenls and 
Inleracls wilh a 
Sigmoidal X2-Effecl 
I.h e ))ala Example 
Nsig. HI. and RN were obta ined in a simila r fashio n . The Year transform again ,\'as 
5 -! Yr - X P I and ranged in value fro m 5.0al XP IO zero at XP+ 5. The right -side eros!'> 
sections were fairly well matched by r A.·Swndards with II = 2. so R" was SCi constant at 
Rfl = 2. Rf showcd the same general widening of curve c rown at d .h. h . = 14 im.:hcs. 
Quality score (t l was originally described as an aggregate of I I planar regions over 
flow (/: ) and stability (S) of gap-graded road materials. a st ro ngly segmented descriptor 
(fig . 69. from Lee and others 1973). The objec ti ve here wa~ to smoolh the figure mathe-
matically. Although the problem is an unusual o ne, it s solutio n se rves ad mirably to 
demonstrate descriptor segmentation . 
From figure 69. il can be seen that o pposite sides o f the ridge di ffer substantially in 
slope so that an symmetrical, naHopped. bell·shaped curve would be required to de· 
scribe the cross section at any po int in S while rounding the junctures of planes. A rela-
lively simple descriplor alternati ve involves segmentation of Ihe (S) and (F) regio ns as 
shown. wi th left and right orientatio n lines. Note that the lines a re parallel to the ir 
respective sides of lhe ridge and lie o ne unit in Fcloser to the rid ge cent er. This permits 
usc o f a single. bUI different. sigmo id cross section to rep resent and smooth the corners 
o f each segment . lcrt and righ t . The sigma ids will peak at thei r respective orientatio n 
li nes and will be fu nctional over a constant distance from them (Icrt o r right as appro-
priate). The constant will vary by side as needed. Since the ridge is flat topped , it will 
have a value of 1 =- 10 ever},"'here in the center segment . 
s ((; rA ENT5 
Figure 69.-0u.tlly of vap-o,.ded ,o.d m.t.,I.l s: s .... mented 
plan~r form. 
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Then. 10 this point . we have described a ridge wit h three segments specified in term" 
or S and f '; the sigmoidal effect to the left of the left orienl a lio n li ne: the sigmoidal er-
fcctlo the righ t of lhe right orientatio n line; and the fl at ridge a rea between these lines 
at a value of 1 = 10. 
Finally, a sigmoidal truncation of the fro nt end of this ridge is achieved through 
multiplicatio n of all components of the desc riptor by an appropriate sigmoid . changing 
in value from zero to o ne within the range Os S s 2<XXl. and being applicab le for 
O:<S :<SOOO. 
In general terms, we have: 
Lsig and Rsig = le ft · and right·segmen t )igmoids, respectively 
LO. RO = lert· and right-orientation li nes. respectively 
CC = center segment . constant 
Tsig = truncator sigmoid 
Then 
( = Tsig(Lsig + CC + Rsig ) 
and 
Tsig =JlS) 
wig = JlLO,F) 
/?sig =JlRO.F) 
LO =JlS) 
RO =JlS) 
Limits 
For Lsig. 
For Rsig. 
FOICC. 
LO<F:<28 
0:< F :< RO 
LO:<F:<RO 
and. 0:< S:< 5000 . 
The final descriptor rOml is shown in figure 70 along with the original planar form 
for comparison . It can be seen that Ihe descriptor docs a cred itable job of emulati ng the 
planar form while smoot hing the corners. all with three segments in place of the o riginal 
11 segments. 
Figure 70.- Qual lty 01 g~P1I,aded road m.t.rl.ls: segmented 
planar and tinal descriptor forms. 
~[l'''!Hl rEU 
~l Arj.l.nF(}R M 
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Suppwnwntaf')' 
t:,pl:u1a1ory Intllil 
If 
Explicit hypothesis and moderate developmental detail follow: 
F> LO. ( = Tsigi,Lsig) 
LO,;,F,;,RO. ( = 100Tsig) 
F< RO. ( = Tsigi,Rsig ) 
where 
F = soil now 
LO = 8.888 + 0.0017036(S) 
RO = 8.404 + O.(XX)48076(S) 
S = soil stability 
1 
(LO+ 20- F) I'" - -I 
Lsig = 10. - 0~3 
I~:" S) _ I I · Tsig = I - .- ~5 
_IIRO-:tE -11'" 
Rsig = 10. 0.30 
Limits 
O,;,F,;,28. 
0 ,;,S,;, 5OOO. 
Lsig, the left segment of figure 69, has a constant cross section over F for 
1240 s S :s 5(xx). approximated in the descriptor by a sigmoid oriented at F = LO and 
eXlending leftward a distance of 20 units in F. This is about the minimum operational 
span for the sigmoids here. At the upper extreme of S. (S = 5000), the left -segment 
sigmoid is expected to be completely specified in the range 27 ~ Fii!! LO. as in figure 70. 
Selling 28 as the upper level of Fwithin which all left-segment sigmoids must be com-
pletely specified. we turn to the limiting case at S = O. Here. LO = 8.888 and the 
sigmoidal range must then be at lea<l (28 - 8.888) = 19.1 12; so 20 wa, adopted as the 
operational span. Nalc that a larger span could have been adopted . 
The F-scale is reversed to (LO+ 20 - F), as shown in figure 71, 10 associate the largest 
value of the ~ iKffioidal span. 20. with the peak of the sigmoid at LO. By scaling control 
points from the left cross section at S = 1240 (fig. 71)to LOin X. (LO + 20 - Fl . and Y. 
(<;co re. I). and mak ing an overlay ( urve. an appropriate sigmoid was identified from the 
e A. ·Standards. 
Be ' l CO?' VA,Ll.BlE 7t 
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Summitry 
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Flgur. 71 .-A '-cross section o .. r F It S = 5000. Note: the 
cross·sectlonilihape of the lett H91Mftt la conatlnt In the 
raft91: 1240 s S s 5000; the right segment. although dlff.,.n' 
in cross·sectlonal shape. Is also cooatlnt In shape over the 
range 1240 s S s SOOO. 
FLOW(F j 
(LO ... 20) - F 
IRO - ttl+ F 
Tsig. from (fig. 72). the planar ridge truncation ranges from ( = 0 at S = 840 to ( = 10 
at S = 1240. This plane. scaled to 1.0. is matched and smoothed by Tsig. as isshown in 
figure 72. Note from the explicit Tsig formula that the inverted sigmoid to the lefl of 
Ihe truncation plane (with base = 1.0 a~d peaking al O. 0) was described on Ihe reversed 
S·a.xis. (6O(X) - S) . and subtracted from 1.0 to arrive al Tsig. This provided a more ac· 
curale duplication of the truncator plane than did other sigmoid alternatives in this case. 
Although a maximum of S = 6000 appears in Tsig. the applicable range is still limited 
to S = 5000 based on the original tigure (fig. 69). 
PLANAR RIDGE 
TRUNCATION SCALEDTO 1.0 
ff 'It 1--,,,' 
o 
6000 
840 1240 
5160 4760 
2000 
4000 
Flgur. 72.-Aldge truncation sigmoid, r"g. 
3000 ~OO 
3000 0 
Rsig , the right segmem of figure 69, has a constam cross section over F for 
(5) 
(6000 - 5) 
1240s S:s 50CMl. approximaled in the descripto r by a sigmoid orienled at RO and ex-
tcnding to the right fo r a distance of 11 units in F. Eleven is about the minimum opera-
tional span for the right-segment sigmoids. RO ranges from 8.404 at S = 0 to 10.808 ill 
S = 5(0). A range of II includes F = lero at both extremes and so was adopted . The 
Rsigs were described as a function of the F· transfo rm IRO - II I + f ', as shown in ligure 
71. Thus. the maximum value of II always occurred at the sigmoidal peak . F = RO. and 
Rsig functioned over the range zero to II of the F· transform . 
The final surfacr. then , is simply the sum of the th ree contiguous ridge segments. all 
of which are truncated at appropriate points in S through multiplication by the propo r-
tional values of Tsig . 
.. I \.. J I l . . 
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Symmetrical, Inverse 
Bell-Shaped Ridge 
over XI, with 
Constant Point of 
Minimum in X I and 
Interacting with a 
Concave-Upward 
X2-Effect 
lin Oala Example 
U,,~riplo r I~vflupmrnl 
for . 'ijturr 7J 
Here, the amount of natural reproduction (number of lodgepole pine seedlings per 
acre) over Ihe Sleeping Child burn was expecled 10 be affecled by bOlh azimulh and 
slope (dala from Lyon 1976). Funher. azimulh and slope were expecled 10 inleracl 
strongly, the magnitude r f response to azimuth being dependent on slope percent. 
A small data set was used to develop a graphic hypothesis consistent with these cxpcc· 
lations. It was very close to the mathematical hypot hesis pictured in figure 73. 
• CII_ 
• • ::;0 
o • 
•• i i ::::( 
.,,; 100 
• • 
• V 400 
• c ~ .... 0 ~~:~:;~:;~~~~~ 
o 10 110 .. I 110 
AZIMUTH '"0M IIOIITH.IDIGIIIIII 
10 
The Azimulh (A ,-rffrct may be seen as cross sections oyer AZ at slope percenl 
(SL ) = 20. 30. 35. and 35 . These were screened fo r shape using Ihe , A'-Slandards. NOle 
that. since the bell -shaped curves were symmetrical. either sigmoidal half would be 
representative o f the whole (the Id t-half was used) . Also, negative departures fro m 
either edge could be used to specify the depth of the sigmoids (lhesc nega ti ve values 
were ignored in the sc reening. but were acco unted for in the final mathematical 
hYPOlhesis). Sigmoid s were fo und to be sufficiently similar af different SL-levels to 
ado pt t he common fo rm. 
, A = 1.0675" -\ :~.65~ 1\ " - 0.0675. 
where Ihe !rough i. al a fixed poinl in AZ (XP = ISO. here). 
BE T 'i,1"/ !' .k ) 1J 
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Con~ave-Upward 
Relation in Two 
\)imensions, wilh 
Constant Point of 
Peaking in XI 
Over X2. 
U ve nata Example 
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And. given the subt raction of suitably scaled sigmoids from either edge lEDGE), 
IAZ - I I'" Number o f seed lings = EDGE - YP( 1.0675', - 1~. 655 00675 
- . ). 
wherl.!' EDGE. was bener matched by the lower 85 percent of a sigmoid o n the reversed 
slope scale with a maximum value of 100 than by a simple x n-form. Thus, 
1
1I00 - SL) I"· 
EDGE = 2400' , - 1~.255 - I 
The trough of the objcctive figure (MIN) was expressed as the height of the negative 
bell -shaped (or sigmoidal) peaks above Ihe 3-D base. As wilh EDGE, Ihis was described 
as the lower 85 percenl of a sigmoid on Ihe reversed slope scale with a maximum value of 
100. And. 
1
1100-51.) 1'" 
MIN = 250'. - 1~.29 - I . 
Then. YP = EDGE - MIN 
LIMITS: OS AZs360. 20 s SLOPEs45 . 
Note that inverse asymmetrical bell -shaped funct io ns, o ften typical o f azimuth effects o n 
plant gro\\1h. can be described roughly as above , but in two segments. Each segment then 
has it s own sigmoidal shape. Also, it could easi ly be that the trough, whkh was at a fixed 
point in AZ (XP = ISO), in the forego ing example. changes in AZ depending o n slope. In 
such a case. XP = }l.SL) in Ihe s i~moidal effccl of A Z. 
So il lcmpcrillurcs (S T) at variolls depths and percelll o f duff red uctio n were ~Iudied 
o n a c1earcut a rea that had been subjected to a contro lled burn . A data set (from 
Shearer 1974 and 1975) was devotcd to hypot llcsis develo pment 3.'\ shown below. 
l\ IATHEr,,'AT 'CAL DESCRIPTION OF GRAPHED HYPOTHESES - THREE DIMENSIONS 
Data W(' re grouped into duff·rcdu( lion (DR) das~cs and trends over "dept h in ,oil" 
(DS) werc smoothed in accord with expectation . These were ~' recncd o\'e r the rc\,cTlicd 
DS-Sl.:ale in the X"-Slandards and were all reasonab ly rcpresc l1I cd by b/(7 - DS )". 
Then . 
ST =45 + (YP/ (7)' I(7 - DS I'. 
And . ),P. the smoothed curve o f s..::aling height s for the individual OS-curves (.11 the 
~aling poin! (7 - DS 1= 7), was concave-upward mer DR and (QuId have been dcs..: ribcd 
as a" cxponcnl ial function of DR. The lower half of a sigmoid . however, was fou nd to 
mimic the o bjective curve mo re closely so, 
YP = 365 . 171(e -\ ~~0~5: j" ) - 10. 171. 
thus producing figure 74. Limits o f usc for this hypothesis arc: Os DR s 100 and 0 ::5. DS::5. 7. 
u 
... 0;;; 
• • 
• :I 
:I = ! • 
• • C ~ 
· : ..
o I 1 • I I 
DI~TH III IOIL,CCIlI 
Figu,. 74.- The mllhemlUul hypothesis. 
tOO 
DU" 
IIIDUCTIOII,_ 
Note that only the lower (left) half o f the YP-sigmoid is util ized in this relatio n as the 
re, ,, 11 of doubling (he DR-scale IX P = 200) and (he ST scale as we ll (YP + in(crccp( = 400. or 
yp= 355). In the lactt casc, it would have been more consistent to have used YP =400, but 
a suitable e A. was found with 355: 50 355 was ret ained . 
BEST em I'" .1:" ~~~ 75 16 
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Asymmetrical 
Bell-Shaped X I-Effect 
with Point of Peaking 
Moving in X 2. The 
XI-Effect is 
Described in Two 
Segments and 
Interacts with 
the Bell-Shaped 
X2-Effect and the 
Concave-Upward 
XJ-Effect 
Contrived Example Assume that finite curve forms and scales for a 4-D relation have been deve loped 
(within gross constraints of the expected relation) from trend inforl1lalion contained in 
half of a current data set, panilioned over the ranges of the three independent variables. 
The most prominent feature of the resulting curve array is the asymmetric nature o f the 
X I-effect. This is displayed in figure 75 at three levels of X2. within each of three levels 
of X3. 
aoo 
r 
aoo 
XI 
r 
400 
r 
100 
y 100 IU) rAj'~IU) ~ 
18 
· :::t 
o 10 10 o '0 10 10 tXt) 
10 10 70 10 10 10 70 10 10 10 70 10IXHIO) 
Flgur. 75.- The panial graphed hypothesis. 
Also prominent. is the X2-effect. bell shaped , but truncated at the high end of the X2 
scale. This is perhaps more fu ll y apprcdarcd in figure 76. 
:e:---J'~ /~dl~ ~~ 
o 10 10 10 0'0 10 10 0'0 10 10 
Xl X, X, 
00 
Figure 76. - The complete graphed hypothesis. 
Th.: number of X2· am..l X]·panitions are kept to a minimum to simplify the prcsen· 
talion of associated descriptive methods. More pan it ions would probably be desirable in 
a live data application . 
BESl COP i ~N~ . ; ' . 
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Descriptor methods involved arc idcll tiF.: allo those shown earlier for 2- and 3-D 
hypot heses and 3rc simply expanded to accommodate another independent variable. 
From figure 76 we can ant icipate a reasonable malhematical hypothesis 10 be as 5hO\\'11 
below. 
X I.t-:ffect .-Since the bell-shaped curves arc asymmetric. it would be cffidc11t to 
create a sigmoidal descriptor for Ihe left and right sides separately. They would be 
joined al X PI and would be scaled to a common height . YPI . Th us. with X I adjusted 
to XI + 50 to accommodate the curve-breadth limit. XP ± XP. the hypothesis for say, 
the left half. would be: 
YL = YPI(e ") len 
or. 
\ 
I(XI + 50) I"' I e - X~I_ IL- 1 - e- h~r 
J 1 )"' 
I - e l l - IL 
where YPI. X PI . IL . and nL may change over the range of X2. X3 . o r both . 
YPI.- Plouing the heights of the nine curves from figure 76 in figure 77 and smooth-
ing over these points. YPI varies as a symmet rical bell-shaped curve (e~ K) over X2. 
changes in height (YP2). and perhaps changes in shape (11 and I) over X3. Then. 
YPI = YP2(e; A). 
200 
YP1 100 
o 
10 10 
Fi9Ufe n .- Y'P1 smoothed. 
10 70 110 'XI+10) 
"·Pl.-From figure 78. the plotled heights of these curves appear ( 0 follow an ex-
ponential function of X . Let us assume that we have made and compared an overlay 
curve with the X"·Standards and that we have fo und a suitable descriptor in 
YP2 = b,(X3)" ' . 
200 
YP2 100 
o 100 
F9'" 71.- YP2 smoothed. 
i :'.11.".1.' 
400 
XI 
100 100 
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X2 in ' i K. _ The largest sigmoid of the set (for X3 = 600) reaches X2 = 90. Since 
XP2 = 45 here. all sigmoids fal l wit hin the required limits. XP ± X P. But . it might be 
reasonable 10 extrapolate 10 X3 = 700 where the expecled maximum might be say 100. 
In which case, a constant can be added to X2 in e - I( to accommodate the 
(X P ± XP)-requirement. using (X2+ 10) in place of X2. XP2 = 55. and 2XP2 = 11 0. 
Then. the broadest curve will fal l within XP2 ± XP2 . 
XP2 in ' i K.- As may be seen in figure 77. ~P2 = 45 in X2 for all levels of X3. And. 
since (X2 + 10) iSlo be used in p lace of X2. X P2 = 55. 
nz in 'l- N.-Assume that overlay cu rves have been made for the left half of the three 
symmetrical bell-shaped curves in figure 77 and that comparison with the e K-Standards 
resulted in n = 1.7. 2.0. and 2.5 for X3 = 200. 400. and 600. respectively. Without the 
formality of plotting. n ~ will be assumed to be an exponential function of X3 so that: 
~~ = u .. +b .. (X3)n... -
': in ' i A·.-Along with II ~ . above. assume that appropriate '~-values have been iden-
tified as 0.50.0.45. and 0.40 for X3 = 200. ,400. and 600. respec;ively. By inspection. I, 
is a negative linear function of X3 so that '2 = Us - bs(X3). 
In summary. 
where. Yfz = b,(X3)"J 
XP2 = 55 
B~ = u .. + b .. (X3t .. 
I, :' a, + b,(X3). 
Xl in (t - K) !tfl. - Revision of X I is necessary. since the smallest XP (from figure 76) 
approaches zero and Ihe broadest curve reaches X I = 35 at Xl = 6(X). Assuming ex-
trapolation to X3 = 700, we might expccllhe broadest curve 10 reach no more than say 
X3 = 50. 
T o meet the constraint that all curves of the set be within X P ± X P. (XI + 50) was 
used in place of XI. Then . where X PI = zero. (XI ± 50) = 50 and . at the high extreme 
where XI = 35 . (XI + 50) = 85. And. using (XI + 50) in e- ' . all curves will be wit hin the 
minimum XPI = 50. since ± 2XPI = 100. 
XPI in (t - K ) It,. o-XPI -values rcad from figure 76 arc plotted and smoothed in 
ligure 79 . 
::[~, :~;~: i~:'/ 
10 
o 10 40 10 
XI 
Flgur. 79.-XP1 smoothed. 
_t. 
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\\'c will assume by inspcclion. (hal XP I is an exponential funclio n of X2 and Ihat 
XPI = (YP3/ (60)"6(X2)"'. 
YP3.- Allhe scaling poinl . X2 = 60. Ihe heighlS (YP3) of Ihe Ihree c ll rves in figu re 77 
are read as II . 14. and 18. for X3 = 200. 400. and 600. respeclively. PloHing Ihese 
painls in figure SO and smool hing. YP3 can be seen (0 be a very flat exponential func-
tion of XJ so that 
Y~I tot:::: ~" 
--" 
10 " 
o 100 400 .00 
III 
Figure 10.- YP3 .moothod. 
Also. we will assume (hat the shapes of the th ree cu~es in figu re 77 have been com-
pared wit h the X"-Standards and have been found to have a constant n . 
Then. XPI = (YP3/ (60)"')(X2)"' 
where YP3 = 0 .., + b7(X3)"7. 
nl. and IL in (t Ii) lir' lo-We will assume thai the lefl sides of (he nine curves in 
figure 7S have been screened for matching e - "'·Standards with the results shown in 
lables 27 and 28. 
X2 
20 
4() 
60 
X3 
200 
81 82 
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Table 28.- IL In (e Kll tl / 
X3 
X2 
200 600 
----------- ---- - --- IL - --- -- ---- - __ _____ _ 
20 
40 
60 
average 
0.970 
.965 
.973 
0.969 
0.965 
.959 
.955 
0.960 
0.938 
.943 
.94() 
0.940 
nL.- Refc rring to table 27. the set o f e - A.'·Standards with f1 = 2 was deemed ap-
propriate fo r the SCI . all levels o f X 2 and X3 included. So. N L = 2. a constan!. 
11 •• - The /-values in table 28 arc quite large since the left-side curves have vcry ~ICCp 
slopes and arc proport ionall y far to the right in the (XI + 50) range. Systemat ic va ria-
lion i ~ assoc i;u cd primarily wilh changes in X3 as indicait'd by the ave rage IL-values. 
Thl''1C arc plolled and smoothed in ligurc 8 1. 
1.00 
IL 
O.to L.._....I.._.....J __ ...I-_....J 
o 200 400 tOO .00 
XI 
Figure 81 .-IL smoothed. 
And. again assu ming this rdllion can he s31isfacIOril y cxprcs'icd by a n \.·'policillial. 
we have: 
It. : O.97 1- b.\X3)"' . 
The n . (0 summarize. the e ill i re le fJ side o r lhc hYPol h l!sis l11il>' be lipcdlicd a .... : 
or. 
)\ : )'PI I
IX I ,So) _ I I"' 
XI' I ( I I"' 
e I - IL - e I - I/. 
( I I"' 1- . I - II. 
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As,'mm~lrical 
8e1l·Shap~d 
XI·t:ff~cl. wilh 
Conslanl Poinl of 
Peaking in X 2. The 
X I·[ffecl is Described 
in Two Segmenls and 
Inleracls wilh 
Concave· Upward 
X2- and X3·.:rfecls 
I.hr Utlla ':xamp~ 
where YPI. XPI, IL. and nL may change over the range of X2. X3, or both. 
! 
I (X2 + 10) - I I ': 1 
_I XP2 - _ I _ ' : 
YPI ; YP2 e I - I , - e I I - I: ) 
I I )': 
I - e 1 I - I: 
and 
YP2 ; b,(X3)" 
XP2 ; 55 
II . = 0A + b-l(X3)"-' 
I, ; u. + b,(X3) 
XP I ; (YPJ / (60)'6 )(X2)'6 and 
YPJ ; u, + b,(X3)"' 
ilL ; 2 
IL ; 0.971 - b,(X3)". 
Description of the right side of the hypothesis would be approached in the same fashion 
a'i above. to provide the unknowns in: 
Note that XI for the right side curvescould be set ; (50-X» and YPI and XPI are the 
same for the right side as for the left. 
The relation between total terpene content of lodgepole pine phloem by d .b.h . (0) 
phloem th ickness (P). and 5-year radial growth (G Hfrom W . E . Cole and others 1981) 
was hypothesized graphically very nearly as in figure 82. 
In explaining descriptor development here. we will focus on generalities. The details 
of formulaling the graphed hypothesis. se lecting control points , making overlay curves 
and comparing them to the Standards are assumed 10 be known from earlier text. 
ilE· T CUP'! ~ i. ; lAf. ~ ( 83 
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84 
,, -
111 M III 
i'U J ~ ~ 4 1,1> 'lO a ( ,., 
IN ( M 
0 10 0 ~I 
l'IIHlM 
IIII Ct.tI(S\ 
Figure 82.-The ma.hematlnl hypotheili. 
In this example. the phloem thickness (P) effeci was strong in both expcclation and 
data trends (after lesling more modesl hypotheses. a dala set was exploited for inter-
active hyoothesis development) . It s effect in the data was clearly exponential within 
d .b.h .lgrowth data groups and appeared to be reasonably conSiant at about n ; 1.55 . 
Then . where the scaling point in Pwas at G = 0. 14 (I he approximate upper limit of the 
data over G). 
I YPP I percent terpene content = --- pUs (0. 14)1." 
The heights of the peaks ( YPP) of the asymmetrical bell-shaped curves over d .b .h . (0) . at 
the conSiant point of peaking (XP). 10.5 inches. are specified as: 
for Os 10.5 
\ 0 +8.5 -r 
YPP ; YPD(l.ooI65. - ~9395 _ 0.00165). 
for 0 > 10.5 
\
3g5 - 0 \ " 
YPP ; YPD( 1.07092. - ~8490 - I _ 0 07092), 
where 
YPO ; 0.38 + 1.0292(G)' '. 
No te that sigmoids over D. whilc having a different shape on o pposite sides of the 
peak. were identified as having cunsistent shapes for the three growt h levels. 
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF GRAPHED HYPOTHESES - FOUR DIMENSIONS 
This completes the formulation applicable in the range 0 ::$ P :s O.20. 0::5 D :s 25 . and 
0:; G :s 0.35. but explanation of the D-t ransfomlS for the sigmoids may be helpful here. 
The broadest bell-shaped curve expected (at P = 0.20) ranges from about D = - 8.5 on 
the left side to D = 38.5 on the right. With XP = 10.5. the D scale for the left side is 
changed 10 (D + 8.5) and that for the right is (38.5 - D). as shown in figures 83 and 84. 
I 
-tl 
o 
y~~ 
I 
I 
I , 
, X~ = tO.' 
'/ 
4 I tl (D) 
I 
••• tl .O (O + I .• ,=Xt 
Figure e3.-D·transform for the I.ft side. 
I"OAOIIT 11011010 
O"O~I TO 11110 
Figur. 84.-D·t,lns'orm'Of' the right ,Ide. 
Again. these transforms of D insure that all points orthe sigmoids arc within the 
range XPI XPI. 
The foregoing hypothesis was ultimately refitled to the dala from which it was largely 
derived . This provided the most realistic appraisal of scale available 31 the moment for 
the relat ion characterized. 
Given thallotaJ terpene estimated from the model = X and that terpene content ac-
tuall y mea.liurcd in the data = Y. the least squares coefficient. b, was 
b = l:XYI l:X' = 1.10301. 
rhlS corrects for underscaling in the hypothesis insofar all) the data sct utilized is con· 
cerned. Slight improvement in R2 was noted for the interact ive hypothesis over that for 
the simple additive model with only linear effects of D. p . and G : R' = 0.39 versus 0.35 . 
respectively. So. no potentially great advantage of the interactive over the additive 
model appears to exist in this data set. But, the hypothesis still provides new insighls fo r 
(he area o f interesl lhat should be of value in planning new studies. 
8S 
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Convex-U pward 
XI-Effect with Peak 
Moving in X2, 
Interacting with 
Concave-Upward 
X2-Effects and Slight 
Convex-Upward 
X3-Effects 
U"t Dala Example Laboratory·controlled calibration dala for Pehier thermOt.:ouplc psychrometers were 
assembled by Brown and Bartos, 1981, and are shown smoothed over water potential in 
figure 85 . 
COOU" . TI ••••• CO .. O. 
I I I .. •• o. 
-'.~ . .. C.CI . 0 /',,\ .0 
- X·O. " .. 
_ ..... ~\ VAL UII 
•• 
. 
. 
J --''':~ 
..-" .",. - "'~'~. .. ~ ,.,,,.~ - ,. f " '~'~ ' 0 ~ 
- --. ~ .. i ,.-',.~. 
- # .~ ':~ 
' 0 
........ ::::::::; .......... 
'"", 
- 00 - 0 0 -.. -,. - 0. -0. 
- '0 -.. - 0 . -00 - ' 0 - 10 
F1oureI5.- Tho gr. p/Iod hypot .... , • • nd.-. pofIorm . .... 
The combination of slrong expectalions for the relation. a well ·conceived labo rato ry 
st udy, and slrong data·group means left lilt Ie do ubi as to the fo rm and scale o f the re la. 
tion between microvolt outPUt and the independent variables, water potential in negative 
bars. temperature of the measured medium and the cooling time. The smoothed curves 
represent an exceedingly strong hypotht"~b. and . with one additional variable. formed the 
basis for a published mathematical model intended for adjustment to other psychrom. 
elers of the same design . The four dimensional relation pictured . in fact . was described 
mathematically before including the effects of the fiflh dimension and provides a unique 
o pport unity to st udy four dimensio nal descriptor methods. 
The strategy here was to describe microvolt output (MW) as a func tion o f waler 
potenti31 (WP). temperature (T), and cooling time (CT) . so lving the resulting equation 
for(WP, . 
It was noted a t th~ o utset ~ hat interest in WPwas limited to X P s WPsO. where XP 
is the point in WP where microvolts peak . Also, it can be seen in figure 85 thai XP 
changes over both Ta"d CT. The heights of thecurves. called upper intercepts (VII 
here. change with both Tand CT, and 311 curves over WP arc oriented at zero . 
The generaJ form of the re la tion is estimable from figure 85 as: 
MV= VII - (VI I / IXPI"I)IXP - WP\"'. 
·s c py AV.t\ ILA~~t 
~ IAT II EI\ I'\ T ICA l. DE CRIPTION or GRAPHED HYPOTHESES - rOUR DIMENSIONS 
T hi., is an expo ncnl ial in Ihe reversed WP-~alc. 1XP - H'P l. ~alc:d 10 thl' c..I iffcrcnl'c bl.'-
1\\':1.'11 V II and lCro ( ;. UI I I at U 'p .= tero. and sublraclcd from UII . Sl1loolhcd values 
o f XP and VII werc estab lished a nd desc ri bed tirsi. since Ihey '\ at' sub ~eq ll cn ll y lISl.'d 
in p l ~h':C of 3l'1\l31 X P and UII -va lues 10 ~ll1ooth X P-cffcl' ls . 
.-\'P .- Wilhin 1.'3l'h o f the three (ooli ng liml.'~ . thL' ncgaliH X P -valu..: .. \\ erc read from 
figure X5 for 1.'3.:h of Ihe five Icmpcralu n..' I'UP:cs. The absolute: valu c!lo of Ihese we re 
plotlc:d and o;;moolhcd over Twit hin CT-gro ups. wilh rhe result s ~ho\\' n in figu n..' 86 as 
TIII'IIIATUIII, T 
Figure 86.- XP 1 smoothed. 
CT UI2 
II 
I. 
10 
an cxponcnlial effect in the reversed T-scalc . (40 - n. 5(:alcd to the difference between 
an uppe r illl crcepi (un), and scaled 10 Ihe absolute differencc between un and the 
cu r\c aI T = Ic ro. Then. multiplying by ( - I ) 10 return lXP l lo il soriginal negative 
... taIC. 
XP : ( - 1)(V n - ( YP2I(40)n' )(40 - n n, ). 
VI2.- The U/2-values \\cre ploltco over CT and smoothcd a..1i shown in figurc N7. 
UI2 
700L--~~~~----~ 
COOLING TIIII,CT 
Flgur. 87.-un smoothed. 
rhi li \\as dCliC ri bcd as an cxponcntial in the rC'o'erscd CT scalc. (flO - CT) . li ubtraclcd 
fro m the upper intercept of 88.0. and scaled to the drop (7.5) at CT : 15. The reslIiting 
form was 
V/2 : 88 - (7.5 / (45)' ·' )(60 - en" 
: 88 - 0.0012579 (60 - en ' '. 
YPl.- Similariy. the YP2-value< were plo tted over CT and smoothed (fig. 8R) . 
BE. CO Y ~ LASLE 87 
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88 
10 
"2 • 1.0[' --~ 
COOLING TIIII,CT 
Ftgur. 88.- YP2smootMd. 
The result ing curve was described as an exponential in thc reversed CT scale . (60 - en. 
scaled to the difference. 1.0. from Ihe intercept at eT: 15. and added to the intercept. 
In this case, 
YP2 : 8.4+ (1.0/ (45)' ··')(60- Cn'··' 
: 8.4 + 2.734 x 10- ' (60 - C n J.o"" 
The shapes of the curves over T in figure 86 were determined through overlay t.:urvcs 
and the X"-Standards to be vinually conSlam al n,: 2.35 . 
Then 
XP : ( - I )(VI2 - (YP2/ (40)' ·" )(40 - n'·"). 
VI I. - Following the analytical pattern for XT. peak values (V/I) o f the 15 curves in 
figure 85 werc read, plotted , and smoothed over T wilhin each of three CT-groups. 
Comparison of overlay curves with the X"-Standards led to adopt ion of a t.:onstant nat 
form (n : 1.1) for all three curves. Intercepts and scaling heights changed over e T so 
that 
whcre 
V/I : IN n + (YP3/ (40) !" )(T) !. ' 
INT3 : 12.1 - 0.003475(60 - en !." 
YP3 : 39.2 - 0.0004346(60 - en'·". 
n •. - After graphicaJly adjusting the figure 85 CUT\'CS over U"'P for smoolhed values of 
XP and UII . absolute differences between the UII and the associated curvcs werc read 
for seven points in WP (XP S WPs zero) . The result ing control points were normalilcd . 
plotted . and compared to the X"-Standards. From thi .... II I varied si~moidally ovcr both 
T and CT such that 
n. : 1.1 8 +0 . 185 
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where 
i = OA5+0.<XXlJJJ(r, + (I.9846 x 10 " )(Cn'o 
1
(60- cn I' 
1II = 2.5+e - 0~5 - I 
So. with the foregoing inputs and as originaJly formulated. 
M V= UII - (UII / IXP I"I )IXP - WPI" I 
\,;'an now be cstimated with the foregoing input s, Perfo rmance of the model is shown on 
figure 85 where it may be secn that the model is an excellent reproduction of the graphed 
hypothesis. Modesl smoothing effects over CT exist near (he peaks at 30 and 60 seconds, 
The resulting four dimensional model is presented in figure 89 at two points in the founh 
dimension (CT = 15,60). 
• .. 
.. 
o ,. 
o 
• !::! 
• 
.0 
.0 
40 
20 
o 
WAT.II ~OT'.TIAL.'AII' 
Fi9urelt.- The mathematical hypotttnl' for mlc~ 
wolf,. 
o 
St.tulio .. 'or WP.-As Slaled previously. interest here focused o n WP =/(CT. T. and 
j\1 V) . Solvi ng Iht I'" V t~ljmalOr ror Wp, we have 
WP = lI IXPI" ( ~~: - MV) 1' " + xpl ·I - I). XP s WP s O. 
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Peaking in X2 :md 
Inleracling "illl 
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Hl'fl· . rh lo(, 111 t h i..· I-. ilL''' (P) illl od~cpoll' pin l' \~a"'l' X llr(' ''l'd a ... a rUIKli\Hl l)r dc(triL-a l 
rl.· ... i,tan ... 'l' III (I.I mhi ulIl (/< l. u .h.h . (J) I anu oft hrl'l' d b(' n .. 'I(, p(li lll'o, in l iml'. ~b\' . Jul\' . 
and OI,.' lObl,.·r. Thl' h ~ pollh: ... i ... (lig. l)()) \\ :1<' ba:-l'd on a fai rl y l ar~l' ual a ... 1..'1 rrum ~I pl'ri~ld 
o f l.I(ti\l· Irl'l' gHm Ih (J uly) a nd \\ ~L\ dl'\do pl'd \\ ithin thl' ('olhl rai nt ... of prior I-.nu\~kd ~I,.' 
(data fru m D. ,\I. Coit' and 1l'n ~l' n 1 9~O) , -
:.rSlsr :'·.lf ( lin I 
Figure 90.- Phloem thickness of lodgepole pine in relat ion to 
d,b,h, and elec tr ica l res is tance 01 cambium. the mathematica l 
hypo thesis . 
• (j{, ! ! 
II R' 0. 61 
~ ',' 0 on 
." I·.O'[S' 
Data fo r ~ l a~ and O(,lobl'r \\ l'rl' ... uh",(.·qUl' llIl~ obl.,in l·d and ap pearl'lIll) hl' lairly \\1..'11 
rl·prl· ... l' nICd h~ Ihl.: ..Il1 l ~ ... urfal' l'. \\' hl'n llk' h ~ Jlolhl' ... i' \~a:- li ll l'd In l'[h:h llllhl' 111..'\\ oat;1 
"'l''' ind l·pl'lllil'llIly. 'h l' rl'lii ll h illg .;ur fal'l" b ra l,: h'lcu Ihal for J ul y a:-l' \pl'l,.' ll'd . fh l' 
hYPolhl',j\ \~a:. ,uh'l'lI tl l'llI ly tl'''tl'd \~i ; h Il l· \~ .... mall u;lIa '1..'' ' , 
Explan;lIlo n .. or d l· .. ( nplm d C\ L'10PIll I' IlI Ihal lo lhm . :h'UIllI' lal11iltarn y \\ IIh 1. 1) 
dl· ... (' ripltlr 1IIl'1 huJ ... Ul\('u ..... l·d l'arl ier . 
fhl' J ul~ U:ll3 \\I,.· rl' ~ortcd inlO d .b .h .-gro lilh . Within c.l( h d .b, h .-gruup. "'lIll10Ihl'u 
IrL'lId ... O\(' r H \\ e re I.:liilim~u ('u in al'('llrd \\ illl l'\pl'\.' t alio n t ... ht_mn ,dll'lllat ka ll y in tigurl' 
911. 
rh l' Ill'gm h I.' rda l ion or P 10 R \~ ;I.'" Iii( ro ngly dhplaYl'd in I hI.' daw. ~o I h i .. \~ a~ I hI.' 
... Iarlmg POtllt tor Ih(' deli;l' rr p lor mmg Ihl' re\l'rli;l'd R' Sl:31(' o n a n l'li;limml'd int\.·r(,l'pillf 
0.01. rhcli 
p " 0.0 1 + I rp/(~ 5)" lI 50 - R I". 
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+~D'HI 
P :;§ D,LO 
o 
o 10 
" Figure 91.-The schemat ic trends. 
S~n.:clli ng Ihe n:sulling \,;' unc!) for " in Ih l! X ... ·Sta ndank II \ ari .... d ... ig nwidall ~ fro m 
I.l) 31 smaller dia rnl!lcr ... 10 abou! -'.2 at largl!f O I1 C~. T h\.' tTcnd \~ ~b 1!,limatl!d 10 he;" 
"hO\\ n in fig ure -n \\ here. 
:: bZJ-----n I .a 
1.' -- - - --
1.' 
o 
D 
Figure 92.-n smoolhed. 
o _ I 
1/ ; 1.9 + (1.3) . -1 22 0.7 I 
2.2 
fhe R·cffcci was scaled at R = 5 or (50 - R) ;:. 45. sinl:c this \\'. l'i the lQ\\ cr limit o f the 
d.IW o\er R. The heighl of the July surfal.:c al Ihis poin! minu3 the inll.'TCepl of 0.01 = rp. 
YP \aricd posilivc ly (convex upward) wilh 0 a'i 'ihown o n Ihe Ju ly !\urfal:c (fig. 90) al 
R = 5. Thi ~ effcct Itig. 93 , was described as a douhlc componenl X"·funt.:lion of the n:. 
0 . 11 -~~~==CO.14" 
,p 
@ 
"". 
o~~~ __________ ~ 
0." 4 . " 21 
D 
Flgu,. 93.- YP smoothed. 
\C TIoCd D-scaJe . 'iUblrat.: lcd from Ihe uppermost YP. (YP === 0 . 1 5R - O. OIO = () . 14~ ' , The Iiro.1 
..:omponent wall s..:aled at D = 4.99. the o;ccond al 0.65. And 
YP = 0.148 - (2.2687 x 10 ' )(22 - 0)' -' 
- (1.2694 x 10 ")(22 - 0)' . 
thus complet ing the inpu ts for the hypothesis piclUred in figure 90. Limil" o f applkmio n 
are: Os 022: Os R s SO. For 0 > 22, n ; 3.2 and for R > 50. p ; 0.01. 
Balled on performance of the hypothesis for the May and O!.:lObcr data ~I ~ . R ! .::; 0.ll7 
and 0.18. J , ,= o.n and 0.018. respeclively. the July hypothesis appears to rcpre~nl other 
monlhs "",; th in reason. 
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Oulline for "FIVE DIMENSIONS" 
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Exlension of Ihe 
4-1) Ps~'Chromeler 
Example 
Wages 86- 89) 10 
Indude Ihe Linear 
Inlrr~cli'r U.-Cl'ls oj' 
.\'3 and X4 
LiH' nala E.x:.Ilnph.' Thl' ~ _lrown and Bartos (1 98 1) fO ll r·dimcnsionaJ I h l:rmo~o ll p lc c'(amplc ( fig. 89 and 
lJ-l1. ulll l1lah . .' ly had a fi fth dimensio n. It ,:onsislcd o f Ih,' variable. zero -o ffsc t mkrovohs 
'11 
• 
.0 0-
~ 
0 ,. 40 0 
., 
u 
i 20 
o 
-'0 -.0 -40 -20 0 
WATIiIi 'OTIiIlTIAL.IAII. 
Figure 94.- The 4·0 mic,ovolt mathematical 
hypothesis. 
0 
(la,\f ), nnd is an indt"" of the tcmpcrallm: diffcn:JlIial bc( \\ ccn the Ilh:rmO\:ouplc ~C I1 . 
,or lip .. , Stli.,' h difh.'n.'mial has 3n cffeci. lcro-offsci error (ZOE). on the mkrmoh OUI -
PUI Ih"l1 ~ h ;lIlgl.'s dl.'pl'nliing on Ihe Jh'mgl' h,'mpcralu re 11.'\ 1.'1 o f the nll.' ''Li llrl.'d Illl.'diul1l 
and 0 11 IIII.' dirc( lio ll o f I hI.' temperature difference belween thl.' t ips, as indkah.'d in 
ligUfC \)5 . 
· !tl 
~ ' I n 
~ 
~ 
:J 10 
" 
" 
' .0 
., \0 ., ~ /0 
" 
." 
ltItO OH511 MIC!K)vot IS 
Figure 95.- Zero-onset error soufce lnform.tlon. 
./0 . ~ . ., .,. . ., 
~lA fH ~1 ICAl D ' RIPTI N F RAPH ED HYP TH - · IV _ 10 S 
ZOE i quantified in tigur~ 95 nl yat CT = I: 'CCOIIU' alld II"P - _2 .5. :\ '1ropor-
tion. I ratio of change. C. for mino\olt e~til1late I in the rlllr -uim~ ll .. ional model (.\/1 '4) 
i, uerh e I from .\1 I '-reauing at li P = - 22 ,5 . a, , peciried helO\\ : 
c -
,\I I ', + (.\H : ,\.11 ',< )LOE 
---- ---
,\II ', 
\\ her~ 
\/I ·,=.\/I ·at 'I ecilicda\ eragetempcrature. LO.\I. and 1.- _ ( T _ 60 
,\/I ,<- a., aho\c. hut \\ ith T ~ 15. 
Then . 
. \/1 '5 = ,\.H~C) 
\\ hc.:re 
.\In -=- .I1 T.T. IIP). a~pre\ioll~l y peci tied. anu 
LOE = h,(LO.\f) /J ~lZO,\I )( Tl 
\\ here 
" , ,nu h~ arc e!.timable d irel: tl) fro m tij!urc 96. an annotatcd \er ion of the right ide 
of the thrce-dimen. iona! form impl i~'d in tigurc 9- . 
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Figure 96,- Zero·otlset error in 3·0 . 
hom tigure %. 
)(7.0.\.1) = 0,01 (Z \If) 
»( LOM)(Tl - O, 14 I(LO'\.I )(Tl. 
10 
otc th t thc formu la for the right ide f figurc 9 . "plie,- t the left ~ide al o . "ince 
the " gn of I. "" f nd bot h be omc negall e there. 
rh" compl ' te thc five-dimcn, i nal relat ion. \ here ,\.IV = ,\-H '4{ C ) and 
,"'f = ( 11 - ( 11 /1 PI" ')1 p - WP I"' ) . 
g n. it h Illtcre t f u'd n WP nd Ivi ng f V5 for WP. we ha e 
, ", 
WP -
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Ui.,,·rell·-Variahle 
EXlensifln or Ihe 
4-Jl Trrprnr Model 
LiH' Ih l .. E, ampll' 
96 
(il\l'll the -'-D rdalillil alrl'aJ ) l'\I ~lblhhl'J fur 1ulal h'rpl~nl'\ Itig. ~1 and ")7). [ Ii l' 
rt.' ''Ildu..u probk'lll of c..,IIIIl<.lllng "' lh:h a rdalion for l ':!fo.' h o f ,lin: ... \.'IIIllPll lll'nt or I.:olnpo -
Ih.'1\( group, of Iht' lotal tbc ra-phdal1drl'IIt'. bl'ta -pint:'Tlc t 3-l.:an.'llc + m yn:I.'Il('. and alpha-
pim'lh:) W;l;'; approa..:hed. The <lo;sot: iatcd data WCr<.' 'l: f CI.' IICd gra phicall y o\er n. P. and 
C. and \\Cft..' loulld 10 ..,'o ntain mort' rd ative variabi lily than C,\j;; l l.'d \\jlh anal y~i .... of 10lal 
Il"rPI.' IH.'S. There did nOI appear 10 be, however, any ft't:'ognilablc dl.'parttHc of ba~k 
form~ froillthose t.:3limatl.'d 10 I.'Xbl for IOlaJ tcrpt.'nc~ . 
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Figure 97.- The 4·0 mathemat ical hypothesis. 
II-YII IIADIAL 
GIIOWTH 
0.20 
IN. CM 
1.7 
0 . 71 
0.211 
PHLOIM 
THICKNI".IN. 
Then. (he obvious ahcrnativc of fill ing (he relation deve loped for totaJ (crpenes 10 
thai for each campanenl or componem group by Icast squares was 3doplCd. That jo;. 
"here cstimalcd IOlal terpene (T) = X and measured component terpene = Y. (he leas! 
~uarcs cOC'lticicni . b. was 
The C~rcl.:lcrl 'iliin of (he Ihrce coefficicnl s indcpendcmly oblaincd wa" (he h o f I 10301 
dClcnnincd for IOlal Icrpem.'S (from [he 4-D Icrpcnc example). So, the thrce b values 
"ere adju'Ilcd by the 'iimplc ratio of 
I b for IOCa] (crpene,,) 
1 '.:.b, ror ('o mponCIHS . 
hnal componcnl ('ocflicicl1l s (and a.~SOi.:iatcd R~''i ) arc ... ho" 11 in !able 29. Ho ld ing G al 
il'l a\(~ ragc. 1.59. (he rc.,u lting 'iurf:If.:cs appear as in figure 9ft 
rhc'I(' liurfaccfi " ould \ary jointly a~ a rather flat con<:3vc-upward curve over G 'iinl:c. 
from :hc +-0 tcrpene c'(ample. 
YPD = 0.38 .. I.n292(G) ' ' . 
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Symmelrical Bell-
Shaped X I·Effecl wilh 
Moving Peak in X 3; 
X2. a Sigmoid . Inler-
aCIS wilh X I 10 Form 
Ihe Ridge Shown , 
Which Changes in 
Heighl Sigmoidally 
Over Ihe Ranges of 
X3 and X 4 
livc n ata Example 
Table 29.-4-0 coef fic ients and W's for terpene components 
Beta·phelandrene 
Beta·pinene + 
3-carene + 
myrcene . 
Alpha 'pinene . 
Total terpenes (sum) ...... _ • . • , • •. , •. •. • . 
0.64292 0.402 
.30222 .352 
.15787 .213 
1.10301 0.387 
:::r 
/;:;:~'~~~~::::INI ~.ITA~'I"I"I """CA"I"I 
• MVItCINI 
0 •• 
0.' 
0 . 2 
o~~~# 
12 11 10 
D ••. M. , IN . 
Figure 98.-Discre'e partitions for the 4-0 terpene 
hypothesis. 
_AL'MA~'I"ENE 
0 .10 
'MLOEM THICKNI",IN. 
Also. since the form of the relation is identical for each componem terpene and the 
tolal and sincc component scales sum to that for the total. components will always sum 
to the: total at any point in the relat ion, 
O ur hypothesis dcvclopmcm here. involves a small data sc t (from Lee and others 
1973) associated with the gap-graded road materials problem discuss(.'d under 3-0. ;.,sym-
metrical be! l-shaped ridges. These data were cxhausted of info rmation graphil.:a ll y undcr 
constraints of expectation 10 arrive at thc mathl'matical hypothesis shown in figure 99. 
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The explanations o f descriptor development (hat fo llow presume fami lia rit y wi th Ihe 
methods presented in the TWO DIMENS IONS section . 
T he effect of stabili ty (S) on the dependent variable . ratio (R I. was slrangly ex-
pressed in the data and so was the first effect specified in the descripto r. S appeared to 
have a consistent sigmoidal shape within partitio ned data groupings (some missing 
because of the small data set) of the remaining three independent variables, now (F), 
BEST COPY A'~AILABLE 
I 
i 
e 
! 
\ 
Ii j 
... 
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF GRAPHED HYPOTHESES - FIVE DIMENSIONS 
percent voids (V) . and percent voids ti lled (VF) . This is sho wn schematically in the top 
two graphs in figure 100. The start ing point in the descripto r is 
l S I" 
- \ 
5000 
RATE = (YPlc 0.9 
a sigmoid upward ( 0 the right over S with zero intercept whose vertical scale, yp. is de· 
pendent o n the remaining three variables. 
j 
lO~LO y~::. 
_LO "' 
-"I "I 
_--- - --OLO LO 
o _-------°"1 LO 
o '1/ '10'0' T 
•• 
Ji 
. 
•• 
y, y, 
o LO 'II.' HI 4' LO'l'l.O "I 40 
T T 
'10 l v, 
" i'~ ,/:<-;;;7'LO} :~~.t 
• o LO HI .'1. 
~ "E~~~~~~i~:,~: l"" 
:: 0 }!!~IJ ,., 
o LO HI '100 
V V, 
., ::; )~<".'~::} 0.' PI. ;... PI 
0 . 4 ~.~< HI 
.. 
~ "1r:\~~ _ --~~~}'~:'}"" 
!O.I O---}FiPI 
LO H' '10 • LO HI '100 V, 
,x, ::t:'-;- , j II 
•• 10 70 I' 10 100 
V, 
Flgur8100.-Sequenlial dewelopmenl of forms and l elliri. 
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The scalar effect of Fal S :;:;: 5<XX) is bell shaped and symmctricaJ as may be secn illlhc 
two graphs (second pair from the lOp) in figure 100. Adding 20 to Flo accommodate the 
broadest curve of the set under the constraint that I! - A: functions only bClv.'ccn l ero and 
lXP. these curves arc described by 
! I 
(F+20) 11.· 
- - I 
PXP I I.. 
YP = FP e - I - FI -e-ll=Flf 
J i ll.' 
1_ , l I - FI f 
where 
FP. the scalar for YP. is estimated (conservatively) to vary sigmoidally wilh both Vand 
VF. as shown in the third tier of graphs from the lOp of figure 100. The descriptor is 
and 
1
(100 - VF) I' - - I 
FPF = 2.4 + (1.8)e - :'42 
1
(100 - VF\ I' 
FPP =0.8 + (2 .9)e - -~; - I 
where FPP adds (3.2 - 2.4 = )0.8 at VF = 100, and (7.9 - (2.4 + 1.8 + 0.8) = )2.9 at VF = O. 
PXP is mobile and is assumed to be sigmoidal as shown in the graph at the boltom of 
figure 100. PXP changes with VF only and can be identified as 
1
(100 - VF) I' 
PXP = 31 + (2.8)e - ~42 - I 
And the inflection points (Ff) for the bell-shaped YP-curves vary with V, as shown in the 
left graph of the two just above the one for PXP. The graph to the right of that shows 
associated sigmoidal trends (assumed) over VF for intercepts (FlF) and peaks (FIP). All 
told, the descriptor for FI is as follows 
1
(10 - V) 1'0 
FI= FIF+ (FIP), - 1~. 27 - I 
BE -'1 C PY Xi;'; ' I\~ 
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Symmetrical 
BeU-Shaped 
X I-Effect with 
Constant Point of 
Peaking in X2_ 
The Interacting 
Effect of X2 is 
Concave-Upward and 
Those of X3 and X4 
are Sigmoidal 
live nata Example 
where 
\
(100 - VF) _ 1\" 
FlF= 0.41 + (O.IS), - :'42 
\
(100 - VF) _ I I' 
FlP = (0.08), - :'42 . 
This chain of descriptor components is convened to the Fortran IV statements shown 
below: 
T = (EXP( - (ABS«((IOO- VF) /40 - I)/ .42)"9))) 
PXP = 31 + 2.S'T 
FPF=2.4+ I.S'T 
FPP = .8 + 2.9'T 
FlF= .41 + .IS'T 
FIP = .OS'T 
FP = FPF + FPP'(EXP( - (ABS«VI IO - 1)/ .7S)" SO))) 
FI = FIF + FlP'(EXP( - (A BS(((\O - V )l IO - 1)/ .27)" 10))) 
LN= EXP( - (ABS(((F+20)lPXP - I) / (I - Fl))"1.6)) 
RN=EXP( - ((I / (I-FI))"1.6)) 
YP = FP'((LN- RN)/ (I - RN)) 
RATE = 1.03IS'YP'(EXP( - (ABS«SI SOOO - 1)/. 9)"3S))) 
NOle that tht coefficient of 1.0315 resulted from the refitting of the malhcmalicaJ 
model back through the data from which it was derived by least squares. Given that 
modeled rales = X and aClUaI rales = Y, b = EXYIl:X' . Then bX(or RA TE) isthe 
model submitted to electronic computer/ ploner processing that resulted in the graphic 
presentation of the mathematical hypothesis in figure 99. 
It is of interest that the additive model with linear dfcets of S. F. V, and Vf', reached 
an R' of only 0.42 underleasl squares fit. while , forthe model just derived. R' = 0.80. 
There would appear to be substantial benefit from utilizing all information at hand for 
developing the hypothesis in this case. 
The ncxibi li lY of e "" in representing a complex relation is again c:vidcnI in the Ii\'c ~ 
d imcnsional interaction pictured in figure 101. 
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Figure 101.-Deer pellet groups as flve-dlmensional function of clearcut opening characteristics. 
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t'. IATHEM,\ TICAL DESCRIPT ION OF GRA PHED HYPOTH ESES - FIVE' DIMENSIONS 
Here . dala fro m Lyon 1976 and Lyo n and Ji..' ll scn 1980 were (he bas i ~ fu r an inde . ..; [ 0 
intemilY o f deer lISC o f forest opcnin!;s crcaled by d ean.:utting in " "stern MOIll <l na . The 
index is I..'xprl.'ssed as a fum:l ion o f opening sile o height o f 11(' \\ \cgl.'la l iu ll . depth o f 
slalih in Ihe opening. and J cplh o f dead and down timber adj<.l(c nt [0 th e: opening. 
The dal a at hand were ini tially l:o lll l11 iltcd 10 sla ti ::-. tical cvalu.:u ion o f Ih t.:' linear cffcCh 
o f tht.' above va riab les and other independent variab les o n [he intcnsilY index. These 
were virt uall y the simplest regressio n hypo theses thaI co uld have been adopted. In lhis 
-.:asc . (he cvaJ uaiion p rovided o nl y weak support fo r expected resul ts and yie lded li l lie 
new in fo rmation. 
To explo it Ihe da la furt her. a hypothesis was deve loped for the set o f fo ur illde pend-
ent va riables above. Prie r knowledge o f Ihe forms o f the relatio ns. induding inlt'r-
actio ns. between these va ri ables was summa rized . Subject 10 these constra ints, the 
limited data were then part it io ned and graphical ly exhausted o f assoc iated curve-fu rm 
a nd s4.:aJi ng info rmatio n . Data ap peared 10 provide strong support fo r the d yna mi... 
int eract ion anticipated . P rocedures spe4.: ified here were used to deve lop a functional 
fo rm . XT. fo r the graphed interactio n . This wali refitted to the data by least squa res in 
(he model PGR = b(XT) and b = 0.9721. The adjuSled model is specir,ed below: 
PGR = j( VI.SI.SO. Acres ) 
where. 
PGR = num ber o f deer peilci gro ups pcr ac rc inside thc o pen ing. 
VI = height of vegetat io n in feCI. inside the o pening. 
SI = depth of logging slalih in feel , inside the openillg. 
SO =- deplh o f dead and down t im ber. in feCI. o ut sid e Ihe o pening. 
" ( rcs = size of o pening in acres. 
If SI< I'O 
PGR = J YP " {PO - SII' '' ) (0.9721 )(50) 1 (PO - 0.6) ' ·' 
where 
YP ~ YPS 
_ I Acr~~200 _r' -1-1 )'''1 
, II - e I-I +023 
I 1.75 
I - e I - I 
YPS =O.57 + 3.23 \..-1 ~: 7~ I n Ie_I 3 ~::: f'} 
VI I"" 
PO =6.2Rge -I )Qo .~ - 22R9 
BE T COpy AVA!lABU. 10J 
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I 
VI I'"
1=0.897 - 0.067 e - ~.~ I 
1f.l'/> PO 
PGR = O 
limits 
0" SI " 4. 0 " SO " 3. 0 " VI" 8. 0 " Acres " 300. 
G raphk development o f the model desc ribed by this fu nction appa rently resulted in 
great sensit ivit y to the interact ion info rmation co nt ained in the d ata. But . since the de-
grees of freedo m thereby sacri ficed were unknown . conventio na l statist ical pa ramete rs 
we re no t estimable. Some ind icatio n as to the goodness·of-fi t o f the functio nal fo rm to 
the data sct from which it was la rgely derived is provided by the proport io n of the 10 la l 
sum o f sq uares explained by the model . R2 = O. 71 he re . 
Co nt rast this with the R2 o f 0 .2 1 achieved with a minimum-effort additi ve regressio n 
mode l where linear efiects o f the same fo ur independent variables have been fitted to 
the da ta by least sq ua res. Il wo uld appear tha t sha rp focus o n inte ract ion fo rmulat io n 
was justified . 
At this poin t in the pape r, it is assumed that only a min imum of expla natory inform<t~ 
lion will be necessa ry to cla rify descriptor deve lo pment. 
The expected negative 51 effect was strongly apparent in the data and so was used as 
the sta rti ng po int fo r the descripto r. This e ffec t was exponentia l o ver the reverscd 51-
a'(is where 0.6::5 Si s PO. The lower extreme of the data in 51, 0.6. was adopted as the 
sca ling po int (la rgest PGR-values) in the reversed SI-scale. PO. a va ri able over VI , 
represent ed the po int in SI where the PGR-curves reached zero (fig. 102) . 
+ YI 
POll 
0.' '.0 I.' 4.' 
0 2 '14 4.' 
2.4 1.0 0 I 
' . 0 1.' 0.'0 
'.1 2.' 1.' 0.10 
Figure 102.- The S/-eftecl with changing 
points of origin, PO. 
PO 
.. 
CPO-',,@PO =I.O 
CPO-I"@ PO= I.' 
CPO-I"@ PO =4.1 
W hen Ihe po int o f cxponcllIial o rigin was a llo wed to va ry. " in X" approacheQ a COIl -
sta nt (1 .55 ) o ver 51. but the scaling heights o f these curves (@SI = 0.6) varied over 
ACRES. VI and SO. 
T hen . 
PGR = (50 x b)( YPI( nO -- 0.6)1.")( /,O - SI) ' '' . S I " PO 
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF GRAPHED HYPOTHESES - FIVE DIMENSIONS 
where 
50 is the constant necessary to the conve rsion of data unit s to ac res; 
b is the least squan:s coefliciem fitting the derived mode:! b:h: k through the SO UTce 
data. 
NOic Ihal segmentatio n is employed in the cxponclllial variable here. since beyo nd PO 
in 51, PGI< is specified ali zero. PO varied sigmoidally over VI and 
YP =0.23 + YPS 
_ ) ~II." 
I - e II - I) 
XP appeared constant a l 260 acres and. from the e - A'·Standards, n = 1.75 was reasonably 
representative for all curves. I . however . vari~d sigmoidally over VI and 
\ 
VI \ , ., 
- - I 
1=0.897 - 0.067e - ~.404 . 
YPS. the heights o f the bell -shaped curves over ACRES. varied as an interaction of 
sigmoids. a new descriptor feature. YPS vaned sigmoidally over VI as 
\ 
VI \'" - - I 
YPS =O 57 + 3 23e - ~.76 
but only achieved this magnitude of effect al smaller SO-values. The VI-effect became sig-
moidally smaller as SO increased . Noting that the unsealed sigmoid over the reversed SO-
axis (J - SO) ranges in value from zero to one, the SO-effecl. 
_ \ 3~SC2 _1\'0 
e 0492 
becomes a convenient multiplier with which to achieve the appropriate sigmoidal reduction 
of the maximum VI -effect . 
All curve-fonn estimates were derived from data-based graph ic hypotheses, normalized 
conlrol poin ts. overlay curves, and comparison to either the X"- or e K-Standard~. While 
101 
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the ~oreg~ing mathematical specifications may seem volumino us. they arc quile ea.~i ly 
speCIfied In a short Fonran IV program for computcr proccssing. as shown : 
PO =6.289·(EXP( - (ABS(( VIIlO - 1)/ .999)··10.5))) - 2.289 
IF(SI.GT.PO)GOTO I 
A = EXP( - (A BS (((3 - SO)/ 3 - 1)1.492) •• 10)) 
B = EXP( - (A BS(( VI18 - 1)/ .76)·'20)) 
YPS = 3.23·A 'B+ .57 
1= .897 - .067'(EXP( - (ABS((VI18 - 1)/ .404) •• 3.5))) 
LN= EXP( - (A BS(((A CR + 200)1260 - 1)/ (1 - /))*'1.75)) 
RN = EXP( - ((1 / (1 - /))··1.75)) 
YP = YPS·((LN - RN)/ (I - RN))+ .23 
PGR = (YP I(PO - .6)'·1.55)'((PO - SI )'·1 .55).(0.9721).50 
X(5) = PGR 
RETURN 
I X(5) =0 
RETURN 
END 
Note that figure 102 was ploued electronically using a program that incorporated the 
above statements. 
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APPENDIX A 
APPENDIX-A: Ii" DERIVATION 
e - K: Its Derivation. The new function. simply identified ase K. provides the analyst '\-'ith a finite source 
Potentials, and o f ve rsatile transformation s for use when it is ineffici..:mlO search for a lternativcs o r 
Limitations when alternatives are inadequate. While (. "'. is nOI a panacca for all the problems 
modelers face in developing functional relalionships. it along with curves of thc clas 
X " (II;:: I) docs serve a broad spectrum of transfo rmation needs with no particular 
li mitations as 10 curve shapes for which it is mOSI useful. Methods for de ve loping math -
ematical descriptors using these functions have been treated by Jensen and Homeyer 
(1970. 1971) and Jensen (1973. 1976. and 1979) and arc su mmarized and updalcd in thi s 
paper. 
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A va ri ant of the Normal fu nction e A is defined as: 
' = 
-I (X/ X P) -II" _1_ 1_ \" 
(I - I) \(1 - 1)1 
e - e 
. O~ X :s2Xp 
l _ e- l (l ~ I) I " 
where. 
e = naturaJ logarithm base. 
XP ::; pivot poim in X fo r e - A and is the point in X at which the bell -shaped curve 
peaks. 
X I = poim ofsigmoidaJ innectio n in X. 
I = pro portional departure of Xi from zero to XPor from 2XPto XP. 
II = power of negative exponents fo r e. 
T he left numerator. like the Nonnal function . generates a system o f bell-shaped 
curves about a central point in X, XP in this case. These curves reach the maximum 
value of 1.0at XPand then decline sigmoidaJly and symmetrkallyoll eit her side o f XP 
\'Ilith increa'\ing departure of X from XP. 
User control of the c ;!"" e syslem is enhanced if all curves of the sct range in value 
from zero to one within a finite domain o f X . To achieve this property. cun-'es 
generated by the left numerator have been forced thro ugh zero a t XP ± XP as fol lows: 
l.et the left numerator = e - 'andlete f O=e T m X ::; Oor2XP. Considerthe 
residuals generated by I - f! r. Expanded by the inverse ( I - e Iii) I and subl racted 
from o ne. we have 
e ' = I - (I - e rO) '(I - e r). 
which ~i mplilies to the tinaJ fo rm 
Then the:.' right nUllIerator and the dellominalOr se rve to force cun-'es of tl1(' left 
nUl1ler.1I0 r thro ugh zero at XP ± XP. This do main. alung with XP. can bl' alte red to a\.' · 
commodate the needs of individual conceptual models by adding constants ( + o r - ) tu 
the X-scale . The apparelllt'o mpl':AiIY of ( J A is Illuch reduced by the fact that in app li· 
catio n . the right flumerator and the deno minato r simplify to constants o r approm.:h l Cro 
and can be deleted . 
APPENDIX A (con.) 
Sigmoids on eit her side of XParc forced int o diffcrcnI areas of two-dimensional 
space by shifting I, the proportional point of inflection in X. and the slope o f lhe 
sigmoidal face a l I changes wilh n. 
Arrays of curves from Ihe left half of this functio n (a mirror image of the right hall) 
are shown in the e - A·Standards thaI follow. Set s a rc given fo r commonly used in-
crements of n. 1.2 s n s 10.0. Each set has curves progressing from 1= 0.1 al the lefll o 
0.9 a l Ihe righl . These curves or any portions thereof provide an almost endless potcn-
lial for matching graphed curves and describing them mathematically. Given thai YP is 
the peak value of Y (the dependent variable) or. the objective curve, the selected e- A 
-funct ion (e - A: ranges from zero 1. 0 one) may be scaJed to that curve through multi-
plication by YP. 
While the controllable parameters I, n, XP, and YP provide exceptional descriptive 
power in (wo dimensions, such power is magnified manyfold for hypotheses involving 
three or more dimensions, as well as strong interactions. For example, the location of 
peaks Ythat move across the independent variables in any fashion can be described 
with XP = f !(X). The heights of these peaks in any pattern and changing sigmoidal 
shapes leading up to them can again be pictured as function s of the independent 
variables YP = !,(X;). n = Jj(X,). and 1= /,(X;). Additionally. asymmetry in bell·shaped 
hypotheses is easily accounted for by describing sigmo ids on either side o f XPin-
dependently (segmented descriptors) . while scaling both to the same height at XP. 
A descriptor (XT), adopted as a hypothesis in its entirety, may be fitted to pertinent 
data by least squares in the simple model. Y = fjXT + f. where the fare NID (0,02 ), 
constan t variance. and /l = l:XTYIl:XT'. 
Weighted regression procedures are recommended where the variance about regression 
is nOI un iform over the ranges of the independent variables. In such cases, reasonable 
succe~ in achieving constant variance has been obt~ned by solXing for dcpanures 
(Y,- Yy-or d,2 as a suitable f~nction of the related Y; in d~= b yn. Then the weighl. W, fo~ each 
observation is set equal to llyn and a weighted /l in Y = /l Yis estimated as /l = !:wYYI l:wY'. 
More complex, generally iterative fitting procedures, such as the NeWlon- Raphson methods, 
can be used to arrive at statistical estimates ofinlernal model parameters (sec Damaerschalk 
and Kozak 1977; Draper and Smith 1966). 
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Jensen. Chester E. Development of structured regression hypotheseslinteractlve 
deSCriptive geometry through li ve dimensions. Res. Pap INT -324. Ogden. UT: 
U S Department of Agriculture. Forest Service. Intermountain Forest and 
Range Experiment Stat ion: 1982. 155 p. 
The problem of over·simplified regression hypotheses is identified and alter· 
nallves are discussed. Methods for developing structured hypotheses. first 
graphically and then mathematica lly. are shown lor two· through five· 
dimenSional cases. Mathematical formulat ion is accomplished through use of 
two families 01 curves: X". n <! 1. and e - K. a highly manipulable function for bell . 
shaped curves or port ions thereof. 
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The Intermountain Station. headquartered in Ogden. Utah. is one 
of eight regional Qxperiment stations charged wi th providing sc ien-
tif ic knowledge to help resource managers meet human needs and 
prO lect fo rest and range ecosystems. 
The Intermountain Stat ion includes the States at Montana. 
Idaho, Utah. Nevada, and western Wyoming. About 231 million 
acres. or 85 percent . of the land area in the Stat ion territory are 
classi f ied as forest and rangeland. These lands include grass-
lands. daserts, shrublandS, alpine areas, and well-stOCked forests . 
They supply fiber tor forast industr ies; minerals tor energy and in-
dustrial development; and water for domestic and industrial con-
sumption. They also provide recreation opportunities for millions 
of visi tors each year. 
Field programs and research work uni ts of the Stat ion are main-
tained in: 
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Bozeman , Montana (i n cooperation with Montana State 
University) 
Logan. Utah (In cooperation with Utah State UniverSity) 
Missoula. Montana (I n cooperation WIth the Universi ty 
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Moscow. Idaho (in cooperation with the University o f 
Idaho) 
Provo. Ulan (i n cooperation WIth ~r igham Young Univer· 
sity) 
Reno. Nevada (in cooperat ion with the UOIversity of 
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